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ESTABLISHED 1875
ACCEPT AND D E P E N D T H E
TRU TH W H E R E V E R
FOUND

VOLUME FORTY-SIX.

COLLEGE VILLE, PA., THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1920.

WHOLE NUMBER, 2346.

T H E “ HOME P A P E R ” OP T H E M IDD LE SECTION OP PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

ABOUT TOWN NOTES.
Messrs. A. H. Francis, Perry Miller,
Louis Cornish and F. P. Walt, and a
number of men from Oaks .were on
a fishing trip to Peck’s Pond over the
Fourth.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Robison and
family, of Norristown, spent Sunday
with Mr. Joseph Robison.
? Mr. F. J. Clamer celebrated his
birthday on the Fourth of July at
Glen Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Scheuren and
daughters and Miss Helen Kennally
and Mr. Warren Kooken motored to
the Zoological Gardens, Philadelphia,
on Sunday.
Miss Margaret Himes spent Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Bartman.
Mr. and Mrs. Sallie Faringer, of
Woodcliff, N. J., is spending some
time with relatives here.
Miss Ella Grubb spent Sunday with
Mrs. Luckett, of Limerick.
Mr. and Mss. James Cambell, of P it
man, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Mur
ray, and Mrs. Otto Moyer, of Royersford, spent Saturday with Mrs.
Josephine Moyer.On Thursday afternoon Freeland
Cornish gave a party of 27 little
friends in honor of his fourth birth
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Detwiler, of Norris
town, spent the week end with Mr.
and M rs.. Thomas Hallman.
The following spent the Fourth of
July as the guests of Dr. Cornish and
family: Mr. William McAllister and
family, Mr. George Cornish, of Phoenixville; Mr. Robert Hutchinson, Miss
Margaret Hutchinson, Robert and
Alex Hutchinson, of Elizabeth, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bard and
twin daughters spent the Fourth of
July at Carisona Park, Reading.
Miss Ruth Walt is spending several
days at Poconoke City, Md.
Mrs. Catherine Springer, of Skippack; Miss May Kratz, of Norris
town; Mr. Joljm Kratz, of Lower
Providence, spent Sunday with Miss
Elizabeth Kratz and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Kratz, of West Philadelphia,
spent the Fourth at the same place.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bean, of Wash
ington, and Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Pugh,
of Norristown, visited Miss M. C.
Baals, Sunday.
Dr. S. D. Cornish and family spent
Sunday at Strafford.
Mrs. Si D. Cornish and children
spent Wednesday at Zieglersville.
S Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCarraher
spent th e week end at Phoenixville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Schatz spent
the week end in Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brooks, of Pottstown, spent the Fourth with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Moyer.
Mrs. S. D. Cornish entertained the
Sewing Circle on Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. George Barrett, of Philadel
phia, spent the week end in town.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Backmire
had as their guest several days of last
week, Mr. J. Lutz, of Philadelphia,
and also entertained the following
week end guests: Mr. and Mrs. A.
Davis and daughters Georgeanna and
Bertha, Mr. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Free and daughter Caroline and
Mrs. M. Williamson, of Philadelphia.
FIRE COMPANY’S LETTER TO
CITIZENS.
The Collegeville Fire Company has
mailed the following self-explanatory
statement to citizens of the borough:
FELLOW CITIZEN:—The College
ville Fire Co. solicits your valued
opinion on the advisability of pur
chasing new fire fighting apparatus.
This issue has been a live one with
our Firemen for some time, but lack
of funds_and no visible means of dis
posing of old equipment has placed a
barrier on this project.
After numerous attempts with
manufacturers of fire engines to trade
our apparatus we have received but
one offer which is a fair allowance
for our equipment. This offer must
be accepted or rejected at a meeting
to be held Thursday evening, July 8,
at 8 o’clock.
If you are interested in the. pro
gress and welfare of your home town,
attend this meeting.
R. E. MILLER, '
President Collegeville F ire Co.
A Coming Festival.
Arrangements have been completed
for the festival to be- held by the new
ly formed Women’s Auiliary of the
American Legion, Byron S. Fegely
Post 119, Collegeville, to be held on
the lot at Fifth avenue and Main
Street on the evening of July 10. An
abundance of good things to eat will
be on hand. Music will be furnished
by an orchestra, and a number of
amusements features will be provided.
A large crowd is anticipated. Tickets
are now being sold by Legion mem
bers from whom they can be secured.
Five Hundred Party.
The Collegeville Civic Club will
hold a five hundred party on Thurs
day evening, July 22, in the auditor
ium of the Collegeville school build
ing. Tickets, 50 cents. Further par
ticulars later.
Personal.
•Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Bean and son,
formerly of Graterford, now of Pal
myra, Lebanon county, Pa., were vis
itors in town on Monday. Mr. Bean
is successfully conducting a fine farm
that he purchased last fall. He re
ports that he has already stored away
his 1920 hay crop.

THE DEATH ROLL.
Sarah R., wife of John Ashenfelter,
died on Friday at her home in Col
legeville, aged 66 years, 6 months
and 1 day. About a we,ek previous to
her demise Mrs. Ashenfelter under
went an operation for an internal af
fection at the Ppttstown Hospital.
The operation was successful and
strong hopes were entertained for her
recovery when acute dilation of the
heart caused death. The husband and
the following named sons survive:
Mark, of Norristown; John, of Col
legeville, and Ralph and Ira Ashen
felter, of Philadelphia. The funeral
was held on Tuesday, with all services
in St. Luke’s Reformed church,
Trappe.
Interment in adjoining
cemetery; undertaker, J. L. Bechtel.

SUMMER ASSEMBLY.

A TEACHER PLACEMENT

Collegeville will again be a great
conference center this summer. This
is the announcement given orft by Dr.
George L. Omwake, Director of the
Collegeville Summer Assembly, and
President of Ursinus College, whose
buildings and grounds are set apart
for educatiinal and religious gather
ings thruout the entire month of Auggust.
The series of conferences will open
with the Summer Assembly, which is
for educational and religious gatherering will come men and women of all
denominations for a series of daily
conferences and addresses dealing
with practical problems of the Chris
tian life and o£ church work. Among
the speakers will be Dr. William
E. Doughty, of New York; Dr. James
I. Vance, of Nashville, Tenn.; Dr..
Henry J. Christman, of Dayton, O.;
Dr. Christian F. Reisner, of New
York, and Rev. W. Matthew Holderby,
of Chicago. Rev. Frederick W. Bald,
of Detroit, will have charge of the
children’s hour and Rev. W. Sherman
Kerschner, of York, Pa., will conduct
the music. The Asembly will open
Monday evening, August 2, and close
on Sunday,'August .8.
The Rev. Floyd W. Tomkins, D. D.,
of Philadelphia, is chairman of the
governing committee and the Rev.
Calvin D. Yost, of Collegeville, is sec
retary and treasurer.
Other conferences will be the Mis
sionary Conference of the Reformed
Church in the United States, August
9-16, the Epworth Institute of the
Methodist Episcopal church, August
16-23, and the, Young People’s Assem
bly of the Baptist church, Au
gust 23-30.

SERVICE.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY TUBER DEMOCRATIC n o m in e e s
CULOSIS ASSOCIATION,
PRESIDENT AND VICE-

for

NEWS FROM TRAPPE.

•

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS.

Mr. and Mrs. Wellington Hatfield
Kicked by a horse, William Roberts,
and sons and Mr. and Mrs. Guy John a Stowe lad, suffered a fractured
son
spent
Monday
at
Spring
Mount.
skull.
James M. Cox, three times Gov
ernor of Ohio, was nominated for the
Mrs. Harry Longacre, of Phoenix
Wesley Bean, of West Point has
Presidency Tuesday morning by the ville, and Miss Susan Custer, of Nor lost two fingers, severed by a circular
Democratic National Convention, in ristown, visited Miss Clara Miller saw.
San Francisco, in the break up of one over the week end.
The old-time Perkasie Park camp
of the most prolonged deadlocks in the
Mr. William Rommel and family, of meeting opens July 17, continuing un
history of national political parties.'
Harrisburg, were the week end guests til July 25.
It took 44 ballots to make a choice, of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rummel.
Easton chicken fanciers are exper
and it was not until the thirty-eighth,
Mr. George Hare is entertaining iencing considerable trouble with
when Attorney General Palmer with
weasles destroying their stock.
drew from the race, that the long suc Philadelphia guests.
cession of rollcalls showed any defi
Slipping on a piece of orange peel;
Misses Josephine and Martha Hoffnite trend.
master, of Philadelphia, visited the Helen Bodder, 12 years old, of Bethle
In the turnover of the Palmer dele Misses Anna and Alice Schatz over hem, fell and broke her nose.
gates Cox gained the advantage ovef the week end.
’Squire and Mrs. F. S. Kresge, of
William G. McAdoo, his rival for first
,Weissport, recently celebrated the
Mrs.
H.
A.
Mathieu
entertained
place
since
early
in
the
balloting,
and
Esther Hunsicker, of Upper Provi
fifty-fifth anniversary of their wed
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Mathieu and ding.
that advantage never was lost.
dence, died on Sunday. She was a
With its choice made, the conven daughter Susan, of Wilmington, Del.;
sister of the late Mrs. Horace Ashen
At a public sale at Greenacre Farm,
tion adjourned to noon to name a can Mr. and Mrs. Percy Mathieu, Mr. and
felter. Funeral on Thursday, July 8,
Mrs. William Fisher, Miss Melvina Spring House, one of the largest ever
didate for the Vice Presidency.
at the Mennonite meetinghouse, near
Supporters of Governor Cox won Fisher and Mr., Herman Wischman, of held in the Nirth Penn section, the
Yerkes. Interment in adjoining cem
proceeds from livestock, growing
the way to nomination by persistent Philadelphia, over the week end.
etery; undertaker, F. W. Shalkop.
battering at the McAdoo and Palmer
Misses Helen and Marion Shuler crops and machinery were $26,300.
forces in many States thruout a long are spending some time with Rev. and
Mordica Mead died on Sunday at
Burglars tried to enter the hotel
series of shiftings and rallies which Mrs. William Helffrich at Bath.
his home in Skippack township, aged
of William Miller, of Fritztown, but
left now one and then another of the
77 years. Funeral on Wednesday at
Mr. Samuel Kulp and family, of were driven off with his rifle.
candidates in the lead.
2 o’clock. Interment in the Lower
An unidentified man was overcome
On the opening ballpt Friday the Souderton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Mennonite cemetery, Skippack; un
with the heat at the Reading Inter
Ohio Governor was in third place. He son Maute on Sunday.
dertaker, F. W. Shalkop.
soon pased Palmer, however, and on
Mr. J. Warren Kooken, of Phila national baseball game and died.
the twelfth ballot went ahead of Mc delphia, a former resident of Trappe,
Caught in machinery at the plant of
BOLD THIEVES STEAL SEDAN
Adoo. Then began a see-sawing be renewed old acquaintances in town the Lehigh Portlant Cement Com
tween the Cox and McAdoo totals the past vfeek. •
pany, at Ormrod,'James Wagner was
FROM I. C. & M. C. LANDES.
Which at the end of the thirty-ninth
killed.
Mr. Fred Bradford and family, of
There appears to be nd limit to the
roll call at midnight found the two
Atlantic City, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Three-year-old Robert Geddes, of
virtually the same.
boldness and ingenuity of the scound
Easton, is in the Easton Hospital,
rels engaged in stealing automobiles.
On the forty-second ballot the ac Abraham Bradford on Sunday.
seriously ill as the result of a snake,
Misses Ruth and Anna Miller spent bite.
During the night of July 1, or during
cession of most of the Palmer/
the early hours of, July 2, a new Ford
strength to Cox put him well ahead, Monday at Willow Grove.
With an attendance of nearly 12,000
sedan, about ready to be delivered to
and after that great and little State
Despite the threatening weather on
a customer, was stolen from the
delegations went into the Cox column Saturday evening the Firemen’s fes children, Allentown’s .15 municipal
MARRIED.
second story of the machine shop and
in a procession. On the forty-third he tival on Beckman’s lawn was well pat playgrounds opened for the season.
At 4 p. m., on Saturday, July 3, in
garage of I. C. & M. C. Landes,
gdt for the first time a majority of all
The Norristown Court granted a
AGRICULTURAL COURSE OPEN the votes cast, and on the forty-fourth ronized. The gross receipts amounted
Yerkes. The second story is about on the reception room of the parsonage
to $275. The Firemen wish to thank divorce to Mrs. Ahna Vogdes Swayne
he was plunging toward the required all who helped to make- the festival a from Dr. Howard Swayne, on the
a level with the tracks of the railroad of St. Luke’s Reformed Church,
v
TO BOYS.
siding, and it is no easy task to guide Trappe, Joseph Klumpp, of Pottstwo-thirds when Colorado changed its success.
ground of desertion.
a car to and across the track, and out town, and Elizabeth Verna Hunsicker,
The National Farm School, located vote to him and made the nomination
Miss Dorothy WUgner, of Norris
Bernard Worley, aged 8, of Phila
the narro\v passageway to -the main of Limerick, were united in the bonds
at Farm School, Bucks County (near obvious. It was made unanimous on
thoroughfare, but the thieves got of matrimony by Rev. S. L. MesPhiladelphia), Pa., offers to boys a motion of Sam B. Amidon, of Kansas, town, spent some time last week with delphia, fell from the limb of a cherry
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Sehrack.
tree while., visiting his grandfather,
there without attracting attention of singer, D. D. The couple was ac
three-years’ course in practical and a leader of the McAdoo forces.
Of the 44 ballots, two were taken
neighbors close by, and without arous companied by Samuel S. Hunsicker,
scientifice agriculture, including the
Augustus Lutheran Sunday school Henry Reitz, at Mohnton, fractured
ing a workman who was asleep in the brother of the bride, and Miss Mary
handling of farm machinery, tools, last Friday night, 14 at the first ses will picnic at Sanatoga Park on Sat his skull and died.
building. The Messrs. Landes have Jeanette Turner, who acted as
care of stock, planting, harvesting, sion Saturday and six at the Saturday urday, August 7.
Falling from a stepladder while
ROBERT G. TRUCKSESS
been making every possible effort to groomsman and bridesmaid respec
chemistry, physics, botany, agronomy, night session. Twenty-two were re
picking
cherries, Mrs. Henry Snovel,
The Luther Leagife of Augustus
get information as to the whereabouts tively. After the ceremony, which
animal husbandry, farm management, corded Monday, 14 at the all-day ses
of Birdsboro, broke her left shoulder.
INVENTOR.
Lutheran
church
will
hold
its
annual
of the stolen car, but thus far without was the beautiful ring service of, the
soils, farm bookkeeping, greenhouse sion and eight- Monday night.
Tramp dogs killed 20 sheep belong
Reformed Church, the newly married,
Cox begpn the fight with 134 on .the festival on the church lawn, Saturday, ing to Karl Zipf, of Reading, at his
success.
i
Robert G. Trucksess, of near Fair- management, horticulture, fruit grow
July
24.
pair started, in the expectation of view Village, a former student of ing, vegetable gardening, entomology, first ballot .and climbed Steadily until
farm a t Blainsport, Lancaster county.
proceeding quietly and unobserved, on Ursinus College, and teacher of Psy dairying, poultrying, etc.
the fifteenth, when he had 468%. His
The Pastor’s Aid Society of Au
FOURTH-OF-JULY 1920.
a brief wedding tour to resorts along chology at Millersville State Normal
Tuition, board, lodging.,and books lowest vote after that was on the gustus Lutheran church will meet on •For stealing fruits and doing dam
age on the property of a woman more
The celebration of Independence the Atlantic coast. But their pro School, last term, is the inventor of an are given free to all students. Thb thirty-fifth, the first taken at Monday Saturday, July 10, at 2 p. pa
than 81 years old, 15 Pottstown boys,
Day Sunday and Monday, July 4 "and ceeding was intercepted on their pas auditorium chair which promises to requirements for admission are age night’s session, when it fell to 376%.
Preaching service will be held in from 7 to 12 years of age, were each
5, was characterized by features usu sage from the parsonage door to their make a great hit. The invention re between 16 and 21 years; grammar
A curious thing in the voting for
ally in evidence on the greatest of all automobile by some friends from lates to certain new and useful im school education, or its equivalent;, McAdoo w a sth a t he received 266 on the United Evangelical church on mulcted with $1.95 costs.
our national holidays. There was Limerick, who had “done up” the car, provements in auditorium chairs and mental, moral 'and physical health, the first baSit, the lowest cast for Sunday, July 1 1 , at 10 a. m.; Sunday
John Sniscak, of Lansford, has re
some display of fireworks, thousands and now proceeded to shower them the primary object of it is to provide and a sincere desire to make agricul him, and 266% on the Hfet ballot. His school at 9 a. m.; C. E. on Saturday ceived a shipment of pheasant eggs
at
7.45
p.
m.
Everybody
welcome.
of visitors flocked to the Perkiimen with confetti. This done, the happy chairs which are formed and related - ture a life’s calling. Graduates ' of high water mark was 467, on the for
from Texas and will have them hatch
valley, and the fishermen didn’t try couple headed their car toward Atlan so as to obviate the necessity of the the National Farm School are in con tieth ballot. At that time Cox had
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Johnson enter ed under a hen. After the birds are
to catch bass because of the color of tic City. Their many friends congratu occupants rising when a patron de stant demand as herdsmen, dairymen, 490.
tained a number of guests over the able to take care of themselves they
the water of the swollen river. There late them and wish them a long and sires to pass and thus eliminate the poultry men, farm managers, teach
Palmer opened with 266 votes. His Fourth.
will be liberated in the nearby woods.
was an almost steady procession of happy wedded life.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwrird Knausz and
familiar inconveniences to which the ers, supervisors, and gardeners. Many highest vote was 267% on the seventh
The Krause family held its seventh
automobiles pounding Main / street,
ballot.
daughter, of Germantown, spent a annual reunion at Pottstown.
On Tuesday evening, July 6, 1920, seated patrons are subjected. The in of them work their own farms.
Collegeville, and the public houses
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt,
of
New
The school is splendidly equipped
few days with Mrs. Knausz’s parents,
vention is particularly designed for
and private families of the town en at 9 o’clock, at the Lutheran parsoft- use in motion picture theatres and with pure-bred dairy herds, horses, York, Assistant Secretary of the Mr. and Mrs. George Styer,
A new touring car was stolen from
age,
Trappe,
Mr.
Horace
Evans,
of
tertained numerous guests. Three Cadallac, Mich., and Miss Verna Pearl the aim is-to provide a construction of bams, poultry, greenhouses, , library Navy, was nominated for Vice Presi
the garage of Fred E.«Gross, a RoyMr. and Mrs, Aaron Embody and ersford manufacturer.
special southbound trains were oper
chairs so that the seated' patron is and laboratories. Recreation is pro ■ dent when the delegates reconvened
ated Monday evening in conveying Meyers, of Trappe, were united in merely required to move or "turn ap vided by football and baseball teams, an<j became the running mate of Gov Mrs. Eliza Wise, of Pottstown, autoed,
Irvin Harker, of Stony Creek, for
homeward Fourth-of-July visitors to marriage by Rev. W. O. Fegely. Mr. proximately 45 degrees while remain tennis courts; literary society, musical ernor James M. Cox, of Ohio, Democ on Sunday to /this borough and, to
Malcom E. Evans, of Swedeland, a
allowing his dogs to chase game was
gether
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
W.
Ramthe beautiful valley.
racy’s choice for the Presidential nom
brother of /the groom, acted as best- ing seated so as to allow a standing chibs, student paper, etc.
fined $20 and costs.
The school has room for about 20 ination. The first cries of “Cox and bo, spent Sunday aftemion at Valley
man, and Mrs. Evans acted as matron patron to easily pass without incon
Forge.
While traveling on a Reading train
of honor. Mr. and Mrs. Howard venience to either. The application additional students who are to be ad Roosevelt” rang thru the convention
BASEBALL.
Linfield, Edward Brittain, of
Spare and daughter, of Norristown, for the invention was filed February mitted immediately.^ Any earnest, hall and were mixed with the shouts , The C. E. Society of U. E. church thru
Saturday afternoon the 0. of I. An. accompanied the bridal party. Mr. 5, 1920, and was allowed and patented ambitious boy, who answers the re of the vote of acclamation by which will hold a special service in the Zieg Bridgeport, was shot-in one arm.
feam of Evansburg easily defeated and Mrs. Evans will spend a few by the United States Patent office on quirements, is eligible for admission he was nominated without a ballot. lersville church on Sunday afternoon
While picking cherries at Worcester
as far as the capacity of the sehool Despite disinclination of the Tammany at 2 o’clock. Everybody invited to go Ellsworth Geyer fell 15 feet from a
Gilbertsville; score of 11-5. Bums weeks in the East after whieh they June 22, 1920.
permits. Applicants are accepted on organization to accept him, Roose along an(j help «make; it a good meet tree, injuring his. spine so severely
did the pitching and also hit a home will re tu rn ' to Cadallac, where they
their merits only. The Natonal Farm velt’s name went over with a band ing.
run. On Monday, July 5, in the fore- will make their future home. Their
that he is helpless.
nbon they defeated Byron S. Fegely^ friends in this section extend hearty PHYSICIAN CHASED BURGLAR. School will gladly send further infor wagon movement during which all
The C. E. Society of the U. E.
Frank U. Rosenberger, of Skippack,
Post of Collegeville, 4-2. Miller held congratulations.
At an early hour Saturday morn mation and an application blank, to other candidates were withdrawn.
church held a social on last Monday who shod horses when he was 16, has
Mr,
Roosevelt
was
placed
in
nomi
the Legion team to two hits. In the
ing Dr, George R, Irwin, a Bridgeport any boy who i§ interested,
e'veping at the home of Mr. Harvey
nation by Timothy L. Ansberry, a Moyer, where a very pleasnat time sold his blacksmith shop and ten-acre
afternoon they played Spring Mount
physician,
was
suddenly
awakened
farm, after being in business more
SCHWENKSVILLE WATER
and defeated them 4-2 at Spring
from his sound slumbers by the rays MILLIONS TO FARMERS THRU former representative from Ohio, who was passed in playing games of than 52 years.
sat
as
a
Cox
delegate
in
the
District
Mount. Walt pitched a good game
of a flash-light in the hands of a
various kinds. Refreshments were
WORKS.
BETTER COWS.
of Columbia delegation.
Seconds served, finishing with fireworks.
and had fine support. Meyers, had a
burglar, at his home Fourth and Mill
Thru the tireless energy and busi streets. It, did not take the doctor
State College, Pa., July 6.-r-*‘If the sprang from all parts of the conven
home run for Spring Mount.
KILLIN&-THE RAT.
O. of I. A. will play Norristown A. ness capacity and nerve of Fraficis long to realize what was going on. average production of our cows in tion hall, and, altho Rosevelt was not
THE
WORK
OF
A
RUNABOUT.
Calling attention to the discovery
A. Saturday, July 10, on Boyer School W. Wack, Schwenksville can now He spoke to the intruder in a sharp Pennsylvania could be improved to formally nominated until well after
grounds. Come out, a good game is boast of a fine water plant of suffi tone, at the same time leaping from the extent of one thousand pounds of the business of nomination was taken
When Jumping -Brook jumped, the of bubonic plaguy in several Ameri
cient largeness to furnish pure, soft, his bed. The man, who stood at the milk per cow.JUid this is not an un up, there was never any doubt about dam recently, Asbury Park, New Jer can gulf ports, and renewing his
promised.
artesian well water to all the inhabi door of the bedroom, turned and began reasonable thing to hope for, it would it, and never at any time was there sey, and its 15,000 inhabitants faced warning regarding the introduction of
tants of that borough for many years a hasty exit, with the doctor in his mean an added income of $27,000,000 any opposition.
AMONG THE FISHERMEN.
an unpleasant drouught. The Mon plague from Mediterranean ports
to come. The Company, of which Mr. sleeping outfit in pursuit. The burg for farmers and dairymen annually,”
mouth County Water Company, which Hugh S. Cummings urges commun
. July 1, opening of the bass season, Wack is President, has started busi lar gained on the physician on the says R. R. Welch, professor of dairy
SUIT FOR $250,000.
supplies Asbury Park and the sur ities thruout the country, and es
found hundreds of fishermen lining ness with a list of 60 consumers. The trip down stairs hnd managed . to husbandry extension at the Pennsyl
rounding
country, was up against it. pecially along the coast, to inaugurate
Charles V. McFadden, a Bridgeport
the banks of the Perkiomen. Some plant consists of two artesian wells, make his escape thru a pantry win vania State College, in his report for
ra t extermination and,, rat-prOofing
were successful, others were not— a reservoir 100 feet high and ten feet dow before Mr. Irwin could secure a the year just closed¿railroader, has instituted suit against Juskas th© water was lapping the bot campaigns.
tom
of
the
reservoir,
Chas.
H.
White,
usually the way. One of the fortunate in diameter, two 7% h, p,- Keystone gun to aid in the capture. An exam
“Bubonic plague is primarily a dis
“The cow testing associations have Edward Taubel, said to be “a person
ones was Dr. W. H. Reed, of Jeffer electric engines and pump, with a ination revealed the means of en been a big factor in building up milk of great wealth,” for $250,000 for the superintendent of the Monmouth ease of rodents, especially rats,” says
Company, solved the problem with a
sonville, who baited with helgramites combined capacity of 96,000 gallons trance, The robber had forced a production in this state,” Professor alleged alienation, of the. affections of Ford runabout*
General Cummings, “and the disease
and caught'five bass, near Pinetown, every 24 hours. Hats off to Schwenks pantry window and without much Welch says. “It is the best method for plaintiff’s wife. According to the
In a letter to Mr. Henry Ford, Mr. can be controlled effectively by meas
measuring ten inches each.
ville and her progressive and wide difficulty entered the house. There eliminating the unprofitable cows,— statement of claim, which Attorney E.. White tells of the breaking of the ures directed against the rat. The ex
awake citizen, F, W- Wack.
was without a doubt an accomplice the ‘star boardeis'—and the scope of L, Hallman filed in the office of Pro- dam and the subsequent water short termination of rats is all the more to
be desired because of the tremendous
PENNYPACKER RELICS SOLD
in the deed, for ip the rear of the this work }n Pennsylvania has now thonotary Frederick Taubel was guil age*
ty of Improper conduct with Mrs. Mc
reached
sUch
proportions
that
we
house,
ready
to
remove,
were
twnty
“This let down the water which is economic damage they cause.”
Pastor and Wife Injured.
FOR $12,000.
According to conservative estimates
quart jars of cherries, which task of rank as the second state in the num Fadden in Limerick about a year ago supplied to our coagulating tank,
On Sunday afternoon, Rev. J, L. canning Mrs, Irwin had just com ber of associations, with from fifteen and. at other places'since then. The /»thence to our reservoir and cut off all made by the U. S. Public Health
The sale of the antiques and curios
and furniture of the estate of the late Feurgerson and »wife of Zieglersville, pleted a few days ago, The lower to twenty more ready to start this statem ent»declares that McFadden supply of water and we could not get Service on the basis of numerous sur
Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker at while returning from his Trappe floor fo the house was ransacked, but summer. A class of cow testers is and Anna Marie Kelley, of Norris any after our reservoir was dry to veys, there is at least one ra t for
the auction rooms of Samuel T. Free charge, met with a very painful acci nothing was taken as the robber was now being prepared at the college and town, were married on February 3, supply the city. The dam broke out every person in the United States.
they will soon be ready to go out to 1915, They lived happily together as at 11.00 at night and we were com This estimate coincides with that for
man & Company, Philadelphia, was dent by being run into from the rear evidently in search of money.
husband and wife until July 6, 1919, pletely out of water by the next morn Great Britain' and Ireland, and with
take charge of new organizations,
finished Thursday, and it is thought by a large truck, demolishing the
authoritative figures for Denmark,
“It is interesting to note that in when by reason of the wiles, machin ing.
that the total proceeds of the sale wagon and throwing both of the occu
FOREST SCHOOL AND
one cow testing association in two ations and. entreaties of Taubel, she
would reach about $12,000. At the pants out. At first it was thought
“The writer was at a loss what to France and Germany. The annual up
years the average production was In was induced to forsake her husband do for a rigging to pump water from keep per rodent was computed by the
wind-up of the four-day sale many that Rev. Feurgerson had an arm
CONFERENCE.
and “to abandon and disappear” from our brook into our coagulating tank. same authorities as $1.80 in Great
curious were put under the hammer, broken but a later investigation and a
Harrisburg, Pa., July 7.—Gifford creased by 656 pounds of milk- and 36
including an ' ancient pair of green more thoro examination it was found Pincbot, the State’s chief forester, to pounds of butter per cow, and that her home in Bridgeport. The McFad I seored the surrounding country for Britain, $1.20 in Denmark:, arid $1 in
the average income above feed cost den home is No. 52Q Mill Street, pumping outfits; the best I could do France. The depredations of the rats
that there was no bones broken. But
suspenders.
in.the United States Will very prob-,
both ’occupants were very sorely day announced that a school and con was increased by $30.58 per cow. In Bridgeport. The directory gives as was get delivery in two weeks.
—.............. . "■
ference for all foresters in the service
the residence of Edward Taubel, No.
ably
exceed the estimate for Great
bruised
and
lacerated.
Fortunately
one
herd
the
average
production
of
“I had a centrifugal pump in my
of the Pennsylvania Department of
Crescent Literary Sbciety.
milk per oow was 952 pounds greater 1246 West Main street, Norristown, store-house th a t was dismantled seven Britain. One-half a cent a day is con
they got the number of" the truck and
Forestry
will
be
held
at
the
State
A regular meeting of Crescent Lit driver’s name. The horse and wagon
and he is listed as a manufacturer,
or eight years ago. . I immediately sidered .conservative, but even on this
Forest Academy, at Mon+ Alto July the second year than it was the first,
erary Society will be held on Wednes were taken home on Tuesday,
brought
about
largely
by
weeding
out
had this brought to the brookside and computation, 5 it costs the United
2$ to August 6. Heads of the. various
day evening, July 14, 1920, at 8
sixteen unprofitable cows. The record
rigged up. In the meantime I attach States $180,000,000 a year to support
TOMB A TRAMP’S HOME.
bureaus
of
the
department
will
in
o’clock in the Mennonite schoolhouse,
of
another
herd
in
this
association
ed a pulley to the rear wheel of one its ra t population. This does not in
* •
near Yerkes. Following program will LIGHTNING-STARTED 3786 FIRES. struct the foresters in the modem shows an increase of 2668 pounds of
A tramp who had solved the pres of your remarkable Ford roadsters, clude mice.'
methods of applied forestry that have
be rendered:
Readings—Florence
“The U. S. Public Health Service is
Harrisburg, July 6.—Figures is been introduced by Commissioner Pin- milk per cow, the .second year over ent-day problem of where to live by blocked the rear wheels, attached a
Smith, Eva Litka, Robert Hess and sued by the Bureau of Fire Protection
taking up his abode in one of the old belt to one of them and pumped the prepared to detail trained experts to
that of the first year,”
Henry Gennaria; recitations—Marg of the State Police Department show chot and Major R. Y, Stuart, the
Roman tombs at Aries, on the Rhone, water from the brook to our coagu assist communities in organizing the
There
are
now
58
eow-testing
asso
fight against rats,” said General Cum
aret Stierly, Rose Stierly, Myrtle' that since the State began to gather deputy commissioner
gave two Dutch tourists the fright of lating tank, thus saving the day.
During the two weeks' meeting, ex ciations in operation ip Pennsylvania, their lives.
mings. “Many of our officers have
Shearer, Marie Crist, Raymond fire statistics 3781 fires were caused
with
1582
members
and
28,373
cows.
“This
outfit
pumped
750,000
gal
Smith; violin solo—Benjamin Wynn; by lightning, causing losses of perts from the United States Foresf During the past year 1332 unprofit
They had gone out to see the re lons of water in twenty-four hours.” had extensive practical experience in
this work, and know how to make it
vocal duet, Ruth Favirfeer and Alvin $1810,557. The figures also show that Service will assist in the instruction, able eows have been discarded from mains by moonlight, when suddenly
and
representatives
of
firms
manufac
Funk; instrumental solo, Jeanne Stev only 20 losses were sustained by fires
herds with a corresponding reduction out of a tomb emerged a human form . The insolent presumption of vulgar really effective. In the seaport cities
the work of extermination should be
ens; vocal solo—Sohpia Johnson; Ga due to lightning striking buildings turing fire extinguishers and other in the feed bill,
which the, moon caused to appear ex
ignorance is of all things the hardest
zette editor—Elsie Litka; assistant which did not have lightning rods. fire-fighting implements will give
ceedingly ghostlike, The tourists fled to hear in silence.—Duke de Boulogne. supplemented by bacteriollogical lab
demonstrations
of
their
products,
oratory examinatiins to determine
at top, speed for the town, declaring
editors, Raymond Miller and Earl The losses in these cases were less
Runaway Team Kills a Farmer.
Johnny—“Pa, what is influence?” whether or not plague infection is
that
they
had
seen
a
resurrection.
The
Miller. Your presents will be appre than $50,000.
Heading off a runaway team in a
“A great deal may be said on the
was interrogated by the po Pa-—“Influence is what you think you present among the rodents. In the in
ciated.
The bureau has issued a warning
hay field, Tuesday, Howard K. Tom “ghost”
land cities this is not now necessary.”
subject,”
said
the
prolix
person.
lice
and
will be prosecuted for the have until you try to use it.”—Life.
that, as this is the season of thunder
T h e iJ . S. Public Health Service has
Enthusiasm is the genius of sincer storms, they should examine all light “That,” said the weary auditor, “is the linson, of Rushland, 65 years old, was French equivalent of wandering with
A man is commonly either made or
ity, and no victories are gained with ning rods to correct defects, remove one point on which you have convin knocked down and run over by the out visible means of subsistence.
marred for life by the use which he just published a new bulletin entitled
wagon. His back was broken, caus
“The Rat: Arguments For Its Elim
out it.—Bulwer.
makes •of his leisure time.—Shaw.
cqrrosion where rods enter the ground ced me.”-^-Boston Transcript. •
ing death in a short time. Tomlinson
ination and Methods For Its Destruc
The smallest actual good is better was assisting Morris Worthington
The desire of knowledge, like the and see that cables or ends are far
Men are like fish. , Neither would
Time tears our illustions to tatters tion.” Copies may be obtained by ad
thirst of riches, increases ever with enough down to insure reaching damp than the most magnificent promises of and the noise made by coupling the get into trouble if they kept their and drops them in tares and tears dressing the U. S. Public Health Serv
earth.
impossibilities.—Edward Dowden.
the acquisition of it.—Sterne.
loader frightened the horses.
mouth shut.—Hunter.
about us.— Duke de Boulogne.
ice, Washington, D. C.
Obtaining suitable teachers for the
public schools of the Commonwealth
is one of the most important func
tions of the public school officer, and
the degree of wisdom exercised in
making a choice of teachers frequent
ly determines the success of a school
system. The assistance of some cen
tral agency is often necessary in or
der to secure any breadth of choice,
and the various private, teachers’
agencies have, in consequence, per
formed a real service to the schools
of the State.
It has been felt, however, that this
function should not be left entirely to
private enterprise, but should be one
of the services rendered by the De
partment of Public Instruction. Not
ably in the states of Massachusetts
and Minnesota teachers’ employment
and registration bureaus have been
established and have succeeded in
materially assisting school author
ities in finding suitable persons as
teachers in their schools.
It is now the intention of this De
partment to inaugurate a similar ser
vice as one of the functions of the
Teacher Bureau. No fee of any kind
will be-charged for this service.
In order to function effectively, it
will be necessary that the largest
possible number of actual and pros
pective teachers register with the
Teacher Bureau upon the registra
tion card which has been provided for
this purpose, and which may be se
cured upon application; and for school
districts in need of teachers to file
with the Bureau a request for candi
dates, a form for which is also pro
vided and may be secured upon re
quest.
Superintendents and school officers
should give the widest possible pub
licity to this information, bringing it
to the attention of boards of school
directors, principals of school^, teach
ers and all other persons interested
in teaching in order that the shortage
of teachers which we face at the pres
ent time may be met and the public
schools of the Commonwealth com
petently served.

Norristown, Pa., June 30—The
Montgomery Countv Tuberculosis As
sociation, formed under the auspices
of the Pennsylvania Tuberculosis So
ciety, organized to-day with the elec
tion of these officers:
President, Rev. Karl Morgan Block,
Norristown; vice presidents, Mrs.
John Meigs, Pottstown and Mrs. Rob
ert W. Stuart, Lansdale; secretary,
Clayton H. Alderfer, -Norristown.
The Association will employ a full
time worker and plans for a more ac
tive Christmas Seal sale next fall in
Montgomery county than ever before.'
Members of the Association in
clude: Mrs. U. S. G. Finkbiner, Royersford; Dr. J. Howard Seiple,. Center
Square; Mrs. A. Conrad Jones, Conshohocken; Dr. J. F. Crouthamel
Souderton; Rev. C. H. Kehm, Mrs.
John Meigs and Mrs. Elizabeth R.
Gudebrod, Pottstown; Mrs. C. B.
Moyer, North Wales; Mrs. George J.
Cooke and J. R. Lesher, Ambler; Rev.
George W. Lutz, Pennsburg; Rev.
Calvin M. DeLong, East Greenville;
Wesley Kratz and Mrs. Robert Stuart,
Lansdale; Prof. Paul A. Mertz, Col
legeville; Mrs. Israel Pickup, H a t''
field; Mrs. J. E. Caldwell, Bryn
Mawr; Robert J. Edgar, Narberth;
Mrs. Wilbur S. Hamilton, Cynwyd;
Mrs. L. Y. Smith and Mrs. John J.
McCormiek, Bridgeport; Mrs. Francis
Wack Schwenksville; Mrs. Norris
Harrison and Mrs. D. Ellis Lit, Jenkintown; Ida Conrad Myers, Devon;
Rev. Karl Morgan Block, Roy Huber,
County. Superintendent J. Horace
Landis, Clayton H. Alderfer, Miss
Mary Kane, Marcus Hydeman, and
Mrs. Aaron S. Swartz, Norristown;
and Mrs. S. G. Smyth, West Conshohocken,

PRESIDENT.
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Thursday, July 8, 1920.
LONG DRAWN OUT CONVENTION.
The delegates composing the Democratic National Convention,
holding Sessions in.San Francisco since the early part of last week,
have thus far (Tuesday morning) failed to nominate a Presidential
candidate. At this writing Cox and McAdoo are decidedly in the
lead, but there is no assurance, after forty ballots, that either one of
the gentlemen named will be nominated
T he platform adopted by the convention, prior to balloting for
President, covers a wide range of subjects, including the League of
Nations, agriculture, labor, and soldier relief. Fofemost, of course,
is the plank relating to the League of Nations, which reáds in large
part as follows:
. ¡' .
‘, ■
The Democratic party favors the League of Ndtions as the surest, if not the
only, practicable means of maintaihing the- permanent peace of the world and
terminating the insufferable burden of great military and naval establishments. It
was for this that America broke away from traditional isolation and spent her blood
and treasure to crush a collossal scheme of conquest. It was upon this basis that
the President of the United'States, in prearrangement with our Allies, consented to
a suspension of hostilities against the imperial German -Government ;>the armistice
was granted and a treáty of peace negotiated upon the definite assurance to Ger
many, as well as to the Powers pitted against Germany, that “a general association
of nations must be formed, under specific covenants, for the purpose of affording
mutual guarantees of political independence and territorial integrity to great and
small States alike.” Hence, w e not only congratulate the President on the vision
manifested and the vigor exhibited in the prosecution of the war, but we felicitat
him and his associates on the exceptional achievements at Paris involved in the
adoption of a League and treaty so near akin to previously expressed American
ideals and so intimately related to the aspirations of civilized peoples everywhere.
We commend the President for his courage and his high conception of good
faith in steadfastly standing for the covenant agreed to by all the associated and
allied nations at war with Germany, and we condemn the Republican Senate for its
refusal to ratify the treaty merely because it was the product of Democratic states
manship) thus interposing partisan envy and personal hatred in the way of the
peace and renewed prosperity of the world.
By every accepted standard of international morality the President is justified
in asserting that the honor of the country is involved in this business; and we
point to the accusing fact that before it was determined to initiate political antag
onism to the treaty, the now Republican chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee himself publicly proclaimed that any proposition for a separate peace
with Germany, such as he and his party associates thereafter reported to the Senate
would make us “guilty of the blackest crime,”
On May 15, last, the Knox substitute for the Versailles treaty was passed by the
Republican Senate ; and this convention can contrive no more fitting characteri
zation of its obloquy than that made in the Fonim Magazine of December, 1918, by
Henry Cabot Lodge, when he said :
“If we send our armies and young men abroad to be killed aqd wounded in
Northern France and Flanders with no result but this, our entrance into war with,
such an intention was a crime which nothing can justify.”
The intent of Congress and the intent of the President was that there could be
no peace until we would create a situation where no /such war as this could jécur.
We cannot make peace except in company with our Allies. It wonld brand us with
everlasting dishonor and bring ruin to us also if we undertook to make a separate
peace.
’ Thus to that which Mr. Lodge in saner moments considered “the blackest
crime” he and his party in madness sought to give the sanctity of law ; that which
18 months ago was of “everlasting dishonor” the Republican party and its candi
dates to-day accept as the essence of faith.

Later: On the forty-fourth ballot, Tuesday, James M. Cox,
three times Governor of Ohio, was nominated for President, and
Franklin D. Roosevelt, of New ,York, Assistant Sécretary of the
Navy,'was nominated for Vice-President.
,
IMPOTENT CRIMINAL LAW.
.Criminal law in its application in Pennsylvania strongly tends
to encourage rather than eliminate criminality. Derelicts and de
generates are arraigned before court, convicted on various charges,
committed to jails and penitentiaries for relatively brief periods, and
then set at liberty to inflict more crimes and again endanger the
lives of la!w-abiding citizens. Thus, degenerates, (higher iu a sense,
and yet altogether lower than the lower animals commonly called
“ beasts”,) are permitted the greater part of their lives to thrive upon
their wickedness and procreate and multiply their vicious, dangerous
types of mankind. All of this class should be subjected to surgi
cal treatment or be permanently restrained from menacing the public
and kept busy earning their food and clothing. They should be,
of course, humanely treated. The treatment of criminals iu Penn
sylvania and other States,.in so far as the prevention and decrease of
crime are involved, is worse than a farce— it is a tragedy enacted
upon itself by - Society through the enforcement of impotent and
grossly inadequate legislation. The Pennsylvania State Bar Associ
ation advises two prison reform plans— the establishment of State
farms where prisoners now confined in county jails may be sent, and
providing suitable wages for all inmates of the penitentiaries. These
plans sound well and good, but they are no where near the root of a
very serious mattep. » Unless the Bar Association includes permanent
confinement for confirmed criminals among its efforts it might just
as well quit incubating the two plans noted above.
♦♦♦ !» ♦ ♦ ♦

, FACES PRECEDENT.
■Senator Harding faces the precedent that no man was ever
elected President directly from , the Senate, though he is not the first
United States Senator nominated for the honor. Since 1856, the
date of the Republican party’s first national campaign, national
parties have selected Senators as their candidates in two other
instances. The,northern branch of the Democratic party nominated
Stephen A. Douglas, then a Senator from Illinois, in 1860. John
McAuley Palmer, another Illinois Senator, was the car^didate of the
Gold Democrats in 1896. His Senatorial term was from 1891 to
1897'. v James G. Blaine, who opposed Cleveland in 1884, resigned
from the Senate three years prior to his nomination, to beccme
Secretary of State. James A. Garfield wa9 elected Senator from
Ohio by the Stale Legislature in January, 1880, for the term begin
ning March 4, 1881. He was nominated for President by the Re
publicans June 8 , 1880, and resigned from the Senate December 23,
without having taken his seat. Benjamin Harrison, who was nom
inated by the Republicans on his record as a Senator, left the Senate
March 3, 1887, and,was nominated for the Presidency the following
year. John-Bell, of Tennessee, who led the Constitutional Union
party in 1860, left the Senate March 3, 1859.
A REALLY GREAT MAN GONE.
General Gorgas, who died recently in London, was a man of
great achievement in sanitation. He originated and directed the
plans that eliminated yellow fever and malaria from the Isthmus of
Panama, thus preserving the lives of thousands of workmen en
gaged in constructing the Panama canal, and making possible the
successful and prompt completion of that project. Similar work in
Cuba and other quarters won for him the gratitude of millions of
people. He was stricken with a fatal illness while on his way to
West Africa, at the invitation of the British Government to co
operate in a movement to render that tropical quarter of the globe
s^fe for human habitation.

Section 5. A vehicle shall be equip
AN O R D IN A N C E ped with lights and sound signals as
R EG U LA TIN G T H E USE prescribed by law.
Section 6. The driver of a vehicle
Restoration of Stonehenge Has Re
O F PU B LIC HIGHW AYS. carrying
lights shall dim them when

STONES KEEP THEIR SECRET
vealed Nothing New of Interest
to the Antiquarian.

BE IT ORDAINED AND ENACT
ED by the -Burgess and Town Council
of the Borough of Collegeville, Penn
The restoration .of Stonehenge has sylvania, and it is hereby ordained
revealed fresh evidence as to the orig and enacted by authority of the same,
inal. building of the famous circle. that the following regulations for the
There are indications that the entire use of the public highways be and the
monument was surrounded by a cir same are hereby adopted.
cle of at least 40 stones, not one of
DEFINITIONS.
which remains today.
(a) The word “highway” .shall
The office of works, in conjunction mean the whole width from property
with thè society of antiquaries, Is line to property line of any street,
overhauling the monument, replacing lane, alley, avenue, boulevard, viaduct,
the fallen stgies and exploring the bridge or other place intended, used, or
site. Excavations have revealed sock set apare for the public, including
ets for a number of stones that are sidewalks, curb, street'or other inter
no longer in existence, but history vening space therein.
(b) The term “street” shall apply
cannot account for their absence.
to that part of a public highway in
During the excavations a number tended for vehicles.
of hammer stones, chisels and burnt
(c) The term “curb” shall apply to
bones were found, also many articles the boundaries of a street.
of more modern origin, scraps of Ro
(d) term “horse” shall apply to
man remains, pennies and farthings of any draft animal or beast of burden.
(e) The term “vehicle” shall apply
varying date even up to the present
time. The places where these coins to a horse, and to any conveyance, ex
were found are a problem in them cept an invalid’s chair or child’s con
selves. Why, for example, should a veyance.
term “street car” shall ap
half-penny of George IH be found ply(f)toThe
any conveyance confined to
deeper in the earth than a farthing tracks.
of Tames I?
(g) The term “driver” shall apply
A new map of the monument is to to the rider, driver or leader of a
be drawn and preserved In the Anti horse, to a person who pushes, draws,
quaries museum, but the object of the propels, operates, or who is in charge
excavations, the discovery of the ori of a vehicle.
(h) The term “parked” shall apply
gin and purpose of the, famous monua waiting vehicle and to waiting
ment, is still unsolved by the recent to
vehicles drawn up alongside of one an
work.—London Times.
other not parallel to the curb.
ARTICLE I.
CENTER OF HUN WAR POWER
Section 1. The public highways of
this Borough are hereby declared to
Ruhrort, With Its Splendid River Har be for the common use of the travel
ing public except in as far as the same
bor, Really the Most Important
may be restricted herein or by other
City of Germany.
proper municipal action. No person
Ruhrort, which had the largest riv shall place or cause to be placed any
er harbor in Europe, and which In obstruction above, upon or under any
highway, except upon the eon-,
cluded the Ruhr basin, was the power public
sent and subject to such conditions as
plant of Germany’s former industrial this Borough may impose, and then at
machine and mighty war engine.
the risk and responsibility of such per
Between the Rhine and Ruhr is son.
Duisburg, city of rolling mills, found
Section 2. No person shall place or
ries and factories. This beehive of in throw, or cause or permit to be placed
dustry was once a university town, or thrown, any glass, metal, refuse
but the school was supplanted by fac or other substances or materials, upon
tories. Duisburg is connected with the any highway.
ARTICLE II.
Ruhr by a canal.
*
Farther up the Ruhr is Witten, Im PASSING, TURNING, KEEPING
portant not-only for its steel, but also
TO THE RIGHT, BACKING,
for beer, soap and chemicals. The
AND FOLLOWING.
Ruhr basin coal fields not only were
Section
A vehicle meeting an
Important to Germany because of their other shall1.pass
to the right.
heavy production, but because they
Section 2. A vehicle overtaking an
alone were accessible for water im other shall pass to the left and not pull
portation of ores. A canal connected over to the right until entirely clear
Dortmund, a city of the Ruhr basin, of it; except in overtaking a street
with the Ems river, thus affording an car, not discharging or receiving pas
outlet to the North sea at Emden. The sengers, when it shall pass to the
Ruhr was made navigable from the right if space permits.
Section 3. A vehicle- turning into
Rhine to Witten, some 36 miles, by
a street to the right shall turn the
means of locks.
comer as near the right-hand curb as
practicable.
Connoisseur of Feminine Beauties.
Section 4.. A vehicle turning into a
An extraordinary request from a street to the left shall pass around the
professor of anthropology in Vienna point of inte^ection of the two
was received by the Western Austra streets, but if so directed by the traf
lian minister for education, Mr. Gole- fic officer it shall pass in front of in
batch. This Austrian professor ap stead of around the point of intersec
peals to the minister “as a connois tion.
5. A vehicle crossing from
seur of feminine beauties” Sop photo oneSection
of the street to the other
graphs of several hundreds of the shall side
do so by turning around in the
most beautiful women In Western Aus direction the traffic is going.tralia. He Intends to publish these
Section 6. A vehicle shall keep as
photographs in an illustrated cata near as practicable to the right hand
logue of the beauties of all countries. curb so as to leave the center of the
While Mr. Colebatch’s sense of humor street clear for overtaking traffic—
has come to his assistance and pre the slower the speed the nearer the
,
vented him from sending the extreme-, Curb.
Section 7. A vehicle on a street di
ly blunt replies vouchsafed trade let
longitudinally by a parkway,
ters from Austria and Germany, it may vided sunkenway,
viaduct, isle of saf
be understood without fear of contra walk,
ety, or cab stand, shall keep to the
diction that the Viennese professor right of such division.
will not publish the Western Australia
Section 8.
A vehicle passing
reply. If a selection of press com around a circle shall keep to the right
ments on the professor were forward from entrance, to exit.
ed to him he would recognize that
Section 9. A vehicle shall not back
Western Australia girls have the knack to make a turn if it obstructs traffic
of saying the right thing in the right but shall go around the block or to a
street wide and clear enough for the
way at the right time.
purpose.
Section 10. A vehicle shall not fol
It Followed.
low another too Closely for safety.
When Aunt Helen kept company
ARTICLE III.
with a young lieutenant in the army STOPPING), STANDING,' w a it in g
she prevailed on her ten-year-old
AND PARKING.
nephew to wear a soldier overcoat.
Section 1. A vehicle shall not stop
The young lieutenant was succeeded by with
its left side to the curb.
a boy scout executive, and Bobby re-. Section 2. A vehicle waiting in front
ceived a boy scout uniform, which he of an entrance to a building shall
had to wear to please auntie.
promptly give way to vehicle arriving
But the boy scout executive and to take up or set down passengers.
Aunt Helen have disagreed and Bob
Section 3; A vehicle shall not stand
by has been much interested in know within any portion of a street for a
ing who will be his successor in win longer period of time than that desig
ning Aunt Helen's attentions. The nated by signs erected upon said
other day he made a discovery, and' street by this Borough, nor shall a
vehicle stand within ten feet of a
came running in the house to telj fire
hydrant.
mother about IL
Section 4. A vehicle shall not stand
“Oh, mother,” he began, “you might so as to prevent the free passage of
as well get me a Prince Albert coat, a other vehicles in both directions at
white vest and a tie. Aunt Helen ifc the same time.
beginning, to warm up to the minister."
Section 5. A vehicle, except where
parking is allowed, shall not stand at
—Indianapolis News.
any angle backed up or head on to a
curb except while actually loading or
Sidetracked.*
unloading, and ifhorsedrawn,and with
Fire runs have always been my pet four wheels, the horses shall stand
worry when driving a car, so when I parallel with the curb, faced in the di
heard the excited clanging of a bell rection of traffic.
while riding through one of the city
Section 6. A vehicle; unless a street
parks, recently I pulled over to the ^car, shall not stop in any street except’
curb, almost running into a lamp post near the curb and then so as not to ob
In my rush. Then I turned around to struct a crossing or cross-walk except
watch the engines and discovered twp to allow another vehicle or pedestrians
cross its path.
small boys on a pusbmobile holding to Section
street car shall not
the center of the boulevard and work stop within7.anA intersection
of streets
ing a large bell overtime while a Sun nor within five feet of a street car
day crowd laughed at the joke which ahead nor so as to obstruct a crossing
was certainly on me.—Exchange,
or cross-walk.
ARTICLE IV.
Aluminium Shoe Sales.
RIGHT OF WAY
One of the newest uses for alumi
Section 1. When in the perform
nium is its employment in making the ance
of duty, the following vehicles
soles of shoes to be used by workmen shall have the right of way: U. S.
employed in. wet and damp places. The Mail, Police, Fire, Emergency Repair
aluminium-soled shoe lasts much long if Public Service Corporations, Ambu
er than an ordinary shoe, and is said ts lances and the Military.
Section 2. When two or more ve
be impervious to damp.
hicles shall arrive at a street inter
section at the same time, the vehicle
Church Valuation.
All denominations in the United to the right hand of any driver shall
the right of way.
States own a little over 200,000 church have
Section 3. A vehicle in front of a
edifices valued at about $1,700,000,000. street car shall immediately turn out
upon signal.
Section 4. A vehicle shall not so
Incas’ Marvelous Dye.
occupy any street as to obstruct traf
Garments of the Incas, dyed with fic.
Section 5. A vehicle, on the ap
indigo before Columbus discovered
America, have been found in ancient proach of fire apparatus, shall stop so
tombs In Peru, according to Doctors M. as to not interfere with its passage.
ARTICLE V.
A. Velasquez and A. Maldonado of
SIGNALS.
Lima. The blue dye has not even be
gun to fade.
Section 1. A vehicle's driver when
slowing or stopping shall give timely
signal by hand or whip, or in some
Avoid Collisions.
other unmistakable manner.Section 2. A vehicle’s driver when
Don’t collide with anything. The
man at the helm must know how to about to turn either from a standstill
steer away from obstructions and avoid or while in motion, shall give timely
shoals if he would successfully make signal by hand or whip or in some
the ports and havens adown the other unmistakable manner to indi
the direction of the turn. This is
streamway of life.1—Humphrey J. Des cate
especially important when turning to
mond.
the left.
Section 3. A vehicle before backing
shall give ample warning.
Actions That Count.
Section 4. Police whistle signals
Let us, If we must have great ac shall indicate:
Onq blast—N. and S. traffic stops
tions, make our own so. All action Is
and E. and W. proceeds.
of infinite elasticity, and the least ad
Two blasts—E. and W. traffic
mits of being Inflated with celestial
stops and N. and S. proceeds.
air until It eclipses the sun and the
Three or more blasts—The ap
moon.—Emerson.
proach of fire apparatus or
other danger.

approaching or overtaking another ve
hicle.
Section 7. Sound signals are pro
hibited except for necessary warning.
ARTICLE VI.
SPEED.
Section 1. The speed of street cars
shall not exceed 15 miles per hour and
other vehicles shall not exceed the rate
of speed established by law or ordi
nance and all shall proceed with great
caution, especially in making turns, in
crossing other streets and cross-walks
and in passing other vehicles.
Section 2. A vehicle shall not cross
a sidewalk at an alley, or driveway,
except very slowly and with great
caution.
/
ARTICLE VII.
RESTRICTIONS IN REGARD TO
VEHICLES.
Section 1. A vehicle’s use is pro
hibited when so constructed, enclosed,
equipped or loaded as to be dangerous,
retard traffic, or prevent the driver
from having a view sufficient for
safety.
Section 2. A vehicle’s use is pro
hibited when so loaded with iron or
other material as to create loud noises
while in transit.
Section 3. A vehicle when loaded
with any material extending beyond
its rear shall be provided with a red
flag by day and a red light at night on
the extreme rear end of such load.
Section 4. A vehicle unless confined
to tracks shall not tow more than one
other vehicle and the connection shall
be not longer than sixteen feet.
Section 5 .. A motor vehicle left
standing (without operator in charge)
shall be efficiently locked and its emer
gency brake set.
Section 6. No one less than eigh
teen years of age shall drive a vehicle
intended for commercial purposes.
Section 7. No one shall ride upon
any vehicle without the driver’s con
sent nor with any part of his body
protruding therefrom.
Section 8. Coasting is prohibited
on sidewalks and on all streets except
such as are so designated.
Section 9. The use of a motor muf
fler cutout is prohibited.
Section IQ. Dense smbka from mo
tors is prohibited.
Section 11. No person shall oper
ate a vehicle across or upon any side
walk except at an alley or driveway
for the purpose of ingress or egress.

CHURCH SERVICES.
T rin ity R eform ed C hurch, Collegeville,
Rev. W illiam S. C lapp, pastor, Services for
n e x t Sunday as follow s: S unday-S chool a t
9 a, m . Two a d u lt Bible classes, one to r m en
a n d one fo r wom en. You a re cordially In 
v ite d to Join one of these classes. C hurch
a t 10 a. m . J u n lo r a n d S enior congregations
w orshipping to g e th e r. J u n io r O. K., 1.80
p. m . 1Senior, O, BJ„ 6.80 p. m, C hurch a t
7.80 p, m. Services ev ery S unday evening
a t 7.80: sh o rt serm on a n d good m nslo by
th e choir. A ll m ost cord ially Invited,
A ugustus L u th e ra n C hurch, T rap p e , pev.
W , O. Fegley, p asto r, Sunday School a t 9
o’clock; p re ac h in g a t 10.16: E v en in g services
a t 7.20; T each ers’- m eetin g oh W ednesday
evening.
St. L u k e’s Reform ed O huroh, T rappe, Rev.
S. L. M esslnger, B. D„ p asto r. Sunday
School a t 8.46 a. m . P re a ch in g a t 10 a. m.
a n d 7.46 p. m . M e e tin g of tn e J u n io r
L eague a t 2 p. m . M eeting of th e H eidel
berg L eague a t 7. p. m . ’ B ible S tn d y
m ee tin g qn W ednesday evening a t 8.00
o ’clock. A ll a re m o st c o rdially in v ite d to
a tte n d th e services
S t. J a m e s ’ ohuroh, P erk lo m en , N o rm an
S to c k ett, R ecto r : 10 a. m „ H oly Com 
m union, 10.80 a. m .. M orning P ra y e r. 2.80
p. m , Sunday School.
S t. C lare’s Ohuroh, R om an C atholic. Mass
a t Collegeville ev ery S un d ay a t 8 a. m .; a t
G reed L ane a t 0.80, a n d a t E a s t G reenville
a t 10 a. m .; W illiam A. B uesser, R ector,
E v ansbnrg M. E . C hurch.—Sunday School
a t 0.80 a. m . P re a ch in g a t 10.80 a. m. a n d 7.80
p. mi P ra y e r m eeting, W ednesday evening.
E p iscopal-O huroh: St. P a u l’s M em orial,
Oaks, th e R ev’d Caleb Oresson, R ector.
Sunday Services—0.00 a. m .. 10.45 a. m.,
7.46 p. m, W eekdays, 8.80 a, m „ 12 and 6p, m.
E v erybody welcom e. T he R ecto r resid in g In
th e re c to ry a t Oaks P. O. Pa., Bell ’phone
PhoBnlxvllle 5-86-J 1»1 gladly responds w hen
Ills m in istra tio n s a re desired. Send y our
n am e a n d ad d ress for p arish paper, Str.
P a u l’s E p istle , for free d istrib u tio n ,
M ennonlte B re th re n In C h rist, G raterford, Rev. R. W. D lckert, P a sto r. S unday
School a t 9.16 a. m .; p re ac h in g a t 10.16 a.
m . e v ery S unday. E v e ry o th e r Sunday
p re ac h in g In th e ev en in g a t 7.80 o’clock.
E v e ry o th e r S un d ay ev en in g a t H ariey svltle.
R iver B re th re n . G ra terfo rd . P re a ch in g
a t 7.80 p. m.
G ra terfo rd Chapel. P re a ch in g a t 7.30 p. m,

In India the fan Is most common
and there/ are servants that do noth
ing else but follow their masters
about with a punkah, a kind of large
screen, with which they attempt to
cool the atmosphere. In the early
ages there were ecclesiastical fans,
used to keep the flies from the sacred
bread and wine and when the pope of
Rome goes forth In state large feather
fans are carried, but are not used tn
the mass as they were in the Middle
ages.
His Idea of Train’s Aotlon.

There Is a story of a Suffolk (Eng
land) yokel who,’ having lived some
distance from a railway station, and
being content with the society around
him, had never had need of a train,
and, being brought into contact with a
railway, stood watching this new won
der not far from a tunnel. His de
scription of It afterward was that a
train was more or less like a rabbit—
“he ran up to the hole, let off an awful
screech and bolted Into; it.”

| T o E n jo y th e B e a u ty of

Summer Time

YOU MUST BE PREPARED
So many little things are necessary for you these hot
days, so as to lighten the burden of housework, and you
can best find them in this store, for it is our aim to secure
and have the things that make

A MODERN KITCHEN I
Starting with the stove, who wants to stand over a
hot wood fire when one can buy a modern Oil Cook Stove
like the P U R IT A N or the N E W PE R FE C TIO N , and
prepare a fine meal in less time and with less fuss than
the old method.

Our Housefurnishing Basement
is thè greatest place to find the many hàndy articles that
lighten the labor of Canning, Cooking, Sweeping, and
also dainty China and Glass, that help make the home
more cheerful.

O U R E N T IR E

STO R E

is devoted to the task of serving you with most every
thing you need and serving you at the least possible cost.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

W.

Z . A N D E R S , M . D .,

Practising Physician,
Successor to S. B. H o rn in g , M. D.,
COLLEGE V IL L E , BA.
T elephone in office, Office hours u n til o
a. m .
12-25

ARTICLE VIII.
CONTROL, TREATMENT AND
CONDITION OF HORSES.
M * Y*WEBBR«M*D*
Section 1, A horse shall not be un
Practising Physician,
bridled, nor left unattended in a street
or unenclosed space without being se EVA N SBU RG , Pa. Office H o u rs: U n til 9
curely fastened, unless harnessed to a a. m .; 7 to 0 p. m.
B ell ’P hone 55-12
vehicle with wheels so secured as to
prevent its being dragged faster than J Q R . J . S. M IL L E R ,
a walk.
Section 2. A driver shall continu
Homeopathic Physician
ously hold the reins in his hands while
riding, driving, or leading a horse.
C O LLEG EV ILLE, PA . Office h o u rs u n til
Section 3. No one shall over-load,
10 a. m .; 12 to 2, a n d 6 to 8 p. m.
over-drive, over-ride, ill treat or un
Bell ’phone, 52; U nited, 56,
2-20
necessarily whip any horse.
Section 4. No one shall crack or
A . K R U S E N , M . D .,
so use a whip as to excite any horse
other than that which he is using, or
NORRISTOW N, PA.
so as to annoy, interfere with or en
O F F IC E : BOYER ARCA DE. H o u r s :
danger any person.
», 2 to 8, 7 to 8. Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
Section 5. No one shall use a horse 8toDay
phone, B oyer A rcade, B ell 1170.
unless it is fit for its work, free from N ig h t ph o n e: Residence, 1213 W . M ain
lameness or sores likely to cause pain, S t.. B eil 716.
and from any vice or disease likely to
cause accident, injury or infection.
T ) R . S . D . C O R N IS H ,
ARTICLE IX.
DENTIST,
ORDERS OF POLICEMEN.
CO L L EG EV IL L E, PA.
Section 1. Pedestrians and drivers
shall at all times observe and obey the F irst-class w ork m an sh ip g u a ran tee d . Gas
directions and orders given them by adm inistered.' P rices reasonable.
the policemen of this Borough with K eystone ’phone No. 81. B ell ’phone 27-Y.
reference to the use of the highways
T }R . FRA N K BRANDRETH,
of this Borough.
ARTICLE X.
(Sncoessor to D r .Chas. R yckm an,)
FINES AND PENALTIES.
DENTIST,
Section 1. Any person or persons,
p a . P ra c tic a l D e n tistry
firm or corporation convicted of vio R oV e RSFOKB,
a t honest prices.
lating any of the provisions of this
ordinance' before the Burges or any
Justice of the Peace shall be sentenced J g G . L E C H N E R ,
to pay a fine not exceeding one hun
VETERINARIAN,
dred dollars ($100.), with costs, in de
fault of payment of which the defend O O LLEG EV ILLE, PA. H e a d q u a rte rs a t
ant shall be sentenced to the Borough B en n u n g ’a Collegeville H o tel. G rad u ate of
lock-up for a period of not more than U n iv e rsity of P ennsylvania.
five days or to the county jail for a B oth ’phones,
2-2
period of not more than thirty days.
ORDAINED and enacted into an
Ordinance this 4th day of June, [T O R A C E L . S A Y L O R ,
A. D., 1920,
D. W. WALT,
Justice of the Peace,
President of Council.
OO LLEG EV ILLE, PA . R eal e state bou g h t
ATTEST:
a n d so ld ; conveyancing, In su ra n ce ,
HORACE L. SAYLOR,
Secretary of Council.'.
Approved this 7th day of June, 1920. ^ H O M A S I? A L L M A N ,
FRANK W. GRISTOCK,
Attorney-at-Law
Burgess. t
Fans In History.

i

WARNER’S
Department Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Let us know your wants by mail and we w ill see
that they are filled to your satisfaction.

A
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HEADQUARTERS IN NORRISTOWN FOR

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS
Complete assortment of all lines at lowest prices front which to
make selections. Varieties and qualities to meet all the requirements
■of our patrons.
Workmen’s Headquarters for HOSIERY, SHIRTS, COLLARS, SUS
PENDERS, GLOVES, NECKWEAR, &c.
Our country friends are always welcome to make themselves at home
at our store when they Come to Norristown, whether purchases are
made or not.

WILLIAM H. GILBERT
132 West Main Street
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Next door to Montgomery Bank
aE5HSS5E5E5H5H5H5ESESE5H525E5H5E5H

Ifs Time to Put
in One of Hiese

615 S W E D E ST R E E T . NO RRISTOW N. PA.
A t m y residence, n e x t door to N atio n al
B ank, Collegeville, e v ery evening.
jy jA Y N E R . L O N G ST R E T H ,

Attorney-at-Law,
1420 C h e stn u t S tre e t, - - P h ilad elp h ia, Pa.
Room s 712-718.
S. F O L E Y .

Contractor and Builder,
T R A P P E , PA.
P ro m p t a n d a cc u rate In b nlldlng c o n stru c 
tio n . E stim a te s oheerfnlly furnished.

W hy Do All the Work Yourself
When a Machine Can Do It For You?
Thousands of homes, throughout the United States are being
equipped with these wonderful labor savin g system s for hard
or soft water supply.

J A C O B C. B R O W E R

Justice of the Peace
PORT PR O V ID E N C E . PA . R eal E s ta te
a n d In su ra n ce , C onveyancing a n d Col
lecting.
8-1

For full information call on

Geo. F. Clamer

Collegeïille, Pa.

H. O. 8 H A L L C R O S S
Contractor and Builder
G RA TERFO RD . PA.
A ll k in d s of buildings erected . C em ent
w ork done. E stim a te s c h ee rfu lly fu rn 
ished.
ll-SO-fim^

A W IN N IN G
COMBINATION

Italian “City of Crime."

The only town In the world Which
can boast of possessing more criminals
than law-abiding folk Is the Italian
city of Artena, which Is known as the
City of Crime. For several hundred
years nearly every criminal who has
escaped prison or done time In Italy
has emigrated to Artena, and today
practically every Inhabitant of the
place Is a criminal or the child of a
criminal.

-----------------

JP

8. KO ONS.
SO H W EN K SV 1LL E . PA..

Slater and Roofer,
A nd d e aler In S late, S late Flagging, G ray
S tone, etc. E stim a te s fu rn ish ed . W ork
c o n tra c te d a t low est prices.
C. R A M B O ,

Painter and Paperhanger

“Picture Brides?”

The manner of “picture bride” mar
riages 1n California Is this: A Japa
nese sends his picture to his relatives
In Japan who select a suitable maiden
and In turn forward her photograph to
the waiting suitor in America. If sat
isfactory, the relatives on both sides
meet, hold a banquet and the mar
riage Is considered a fact. The wife
then joins her husband In this; country.
When Man Weighs Nothing.

COAL for ALL P u rp oses.

O O LL E G EV ILL E , PA .

1

L a te s t designs of w all paper.

1-18

TjpOR S A L E ,—F a rm s, residences, hotels,
b u ild in g sites—a ll locations, prices and
te rm s. Also a n u m b e r of bouses in N o rris
tow n, B rid g ep o rt a n d O onshohocken.
M oney to loan on first m o rtg ag e.
THOM AS W ILSON,
OoUegevllle, Pa.

F. C.

POLEY

LIMERICK, PA.
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And COAL that is GOOD, is the ONLY
has proven a winner wherever used.
KIND we have to offer.
By feeding these two feeds in com
bination you will have the most sim
When you use our coal it will not be
ple, easy-to-feed ration possible to
found necessary to pile on shovelful
compound—one that will not only
produce exceptional results in milk
after shovelful, or continually rake out
production and keep your cows in the very
best physical condition, but will also save
ashes.
It is clean, free from slate, burns
you a lot of time and labor and the guess
work incident to your own mixing.
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can you
These feeds are manufactured by j
expect anything better? Let us know
The Quaker Oats Co., the leadingfeed man
ufacturers in the world. These feeds are
your wants and we will quote you a price
the result of long experience and have the
endorsement of the-foremost dairymen.
that will tempt you ; etc.
Let us supply you with these resultproducing feeds,

Prof. Edward V. Huntington of Har
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS
A N D D E A L E R IN
vard university showed by an elabo
C o lle g e v ille, P a ,
rate iqass of figures printed in Science
Fresh Beef, Veal, Lamb, Smoked
that a man on a train moving along
Meats and Pork in Season
the equator westward at 18,700 miles
Waiter this stuff isn’t fit for a pig
Patron? in Collegeville, Trappe, and
an hour, or eastward at 16,700 miles
to eat.” “My mistake sir. I thought
an hour would weigh nothing, as meas vicinity, served every Tuesday, Thursday it was or I wouldn’t have brought it to
and Saturday.
ured by an observer on
you.”—Boston Transcript.
Your patronage will be appreciated.

W. H. Gristock’s Sods
COAL, L U M B E R , F E E D

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
----- - -

—
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I f you have a n y th in g to se ll
wlveftise in T h e In d ep en d en t,
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THE CHANDLER CAR!
Be sure and see the new 1920 Chandler Car. It is
attractive, durable,' and economical. Don’t postpone your
order.

Second-Hand Cars and Parts.

(© , 1920, b y M cC lure N e w s p a p e r S y n d ic a te .)

H EN RY Y O ST, JR .

THE CHBVfiOLLT C M !
THREE MODELS—TOURING TYPES, ROADSTERS
AND TRUCKS.
The Chevrolet is unequaled in quality for the priceIt gives the best possible service at the lowest possible
cost.

LIN W O O D YOST.

CoIIegevilie Garage
OPEN EVERY DAY AND NIGHT.
CARS TO HIRE.

n

"Twice the Results
with 2-3 the Fuel.”

When you know How simple this perfect
Heater is in construction, how easy and economi
cal it is to operate, you will realize that its install
ation is an actu,al economy.
N o matter what system you have at present
in operation, you should at least investigate the
advantages the F R E E D Heater affords.
Call, write or ’phone

FREED HEATER COMPAHY
Bell and Keystone ’Phones No. 59. Factory and General Offices, Collegeville, Pa.
-- or --

H. R. M IL L E R
Bell 63-R-2
Keystone 100
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

j

zß Engagement add Wedding Rings^y
Diamonds
in
Tiffany and Cluster.

Tiffany 14, 18, 22 Kt.
HAMILTON WATCHES.

J. D. SALLADE
16 East Main St., Norristown

S
í«’
à à

O ULBER TS’
DRUG S T O R E
COLLEOEVILLE, L*A.
;o s

! KUHNT’S BAKERY
C O L L E G E V IE L E , PA .
SOLE

3pSÄ

AGENT

FOR

BUKDAN’S
UNEXCELLED

The Old Way—Lug gin g w a te r ra in o r shine

ICE CREAM

Which Method Does
Your W ife Use?

F i r s t -c l a s s

BREAD - CAKES
C a n d ie s, P ies, Etc.,

I

|

I ® “ O R D E R S F O R W E D D IN G S , I
FUNERALS
and P A R T I E S !
p ro m p tly a tte n d e d to .

Do you let her “ lug” tons of
water every year while _yop
use tractors, seeding machines,
cultivators and other improved
machinery to do yowr work ?
Isn’t she entitled to the sanje
modern conveniences in the
. homethatyouhaveonthefarm?
GOULDS

C harles Kuhnt. |

O O W ' I M H I l»ll il— H —

■ « X H M B .O

Fresh Groceries
DRY GOODS
NOTIONS
AT

Odd F ellow s’ Hall
Store
Coffee, Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits, Confectionery

Pumping Outfits
have pat run
ning: water e
w ith in th e
reach of|
every home.
The y ; a r e
mada in tw o
capacities —
180 and 860 grallons per hour—and in 13
-different combinations to m eet every re
quirement. There are electric-motor-driven
outfits for direct and alternating currents,
also for the home-lighting system current.
And there is a gasoline-engine-driven out
fit for those who have no electricacurrent
available. - The “ Hi-Speed” Pump is noise
less — it runs so smoothly that at ten feet
you can't hear a sound. Its simplicity
makes possible an exceptionally low price.

Don’t delay. Come in and tee as now
I

j
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H ealing and Plum bing
, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Both ’Phones
Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Arrow Collars a specialty

Daniel H. Bartman
c o l l e g e v il l e , p a .
Daily arid Sunday Papers

s A v /V L

IRVIN L. FAUST
V ER K ES, PA .
H U TC H ES AND D EA LER IN

Fresh and Smoked Meats
DEAD A N I M A L S ^
REMOVED
5. $4 to $5 p e r head for horses oij cows,
All stock w ith badly dam aged hides, or u n 
d e r size, paid for acco rd in g to th e ir value.
I pay as high as $8 for s iric tly F a t
H orses delivered to m y place.

Geo. W . S c h w e ik er,

P o r k in S eason
Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi
cinity every W ednesday and
Saturday. Evans burg, Tues
days and Fridays.

;“Chef means just the same as cook,
don’t it, p a?” “Yes, Bobby, but don’t
let our cook know it, or she’ll demand
$15 more a month!”—Browning’3
Magazine.
D on’t forget to g e t y o u r p u b 
Have a heart that never hardens, a
lic sales in th e I ndependent , and temper that never tires and a touch
that neves hurts.—Charles Dickens.
•attract buyers.
Providence Square, Pa.
Bell ’phone ll-R-12, O ollegeville, Fa»T

Every, one who knew Geraldine
Blake admitted she was a wonderful
girl. Physically she was very attrac
tive. Mentally she was a constant de
light to every literary society in town;
the hope of every hostess anxious
about “table talk” at a dinner; the
mainstay of Ferry & Co., with whom
she held a very responsible position,
and the boon companion of. Randolph
White;
None ever explained the erratic
temperament of Randolph White bet
ter than he did himself by his opin
ions and impulsive actions. He had
known Geraldine some five years, dur
ing which period she had learned his
pet idiosyncrasies so well he hardly
realized how dependent he had be
come upon her for sympathy and un
derstanding.
It was a peculiar experience that
led to their friendship. At the time
he was selling a devicç for sealing
letters and had got a tifl through
some magazine in which his firm ad
vertised that Ferry & Co., Inc., were
going to Install some such equip
ment.
Randolph White was not the type
of salesman to permit his card, when
he called to demonstrate, to be re
turned to him with a “too busy to
see you” announcement. He flung
open the swinging gate between the
reception room and the inner office
and, with evidence of courage more
seeming than felt, knocked at the door
of the private sanctum which bore on
its pane the legend “Purchasing
Agent.”
Hardly waiting for the Invitation to
enter, he stalked In and, somewhat
abashed, halted in his tracks as he
faced the young lady at the desk.
Geraldine Blake was charming,
“I beg your pardon,” he apologized,
“may I see the P. A.?”
“I am busy right now,” came the
response in dulcet evenness of tone
which somehow carried a cutting
edge.
Randolph White for the first time
in his business experience backed wa
ter and tried to make a graceful exit
from the office. As he turned to leave
he was detained by a very reparative
“But if you will be seated I shall be
glad to talk to you in a moment.”
Gingerly, becaifse he was nonplused
to find the ogre of a purchasing agent
to be a lovely young .girl, he placed his
hat beneath the chair on which he
seated himself. Vaguely he wondered
if she had reached her majority and
inconsistently he now hoped she would
detain him more than the moment
promised that he might have the bet
ter opportunity to qbserve this re
markable personage.
Randolph White got thé order but
he .afterward admitted to himself that
he had never before been called upon
to exhibit such intimate knowledge
concerning the product he was sell
ing.
That was five years ago. Of course
Randolph had to call many times on
Ferry & Co. Inc. In order to instruct
their clerks in the proper operation
of the- sealing device; and, finding
with each visit a growing taste for
the society of the purchasing agent, he
gladly permitted such increased compatability to ripen to the point where
he felt privileged to ask her to lunch
eon.
It was not long after that an in- '
vitation to dinner was forthcoming,
and then,naturally the theater; since :
no considerate host has ever asked
the one without the other.
. But, strangely, the two had man
aged to keep sentiment out of th eir1
friendship, as if they feared affection
ate regard"might prove a detrimental
factor to the continued harmony o f1
their companionship.
“Now, I don’t see why,” remarked
Geraldine one summer Saturday after- 1
noon, as they leisurely strolled
through park grounds, “men and
women can’t be just friends without
getting foolish about it, and”—thén '
hesitating for a moment, she contin-1
uéd, “falling in love.”
Randolph called, “Billy, Billy,” to a
squirrel who scampered off with tail!
held high.- “That’s just the way I feel
about it,” he arfswered. “We’re pals,
good pals ; but our palship,” he added, !
“is purely platonic.”
They sat down on a bench and ate
popcorn out of the same bag. Ran-1
dolph went on airing his views to a
sympathetic audience. “If we were to
fall in love with each other and get
married and all that sort of stuff”—
this last with a dramatic flourish/of,
his hand filled with the white, fluffy
edible—“we’d bore each other to death,
inside of a month.”
Geraldine laughed. “Oh, I don’t:
think it would get that bad, but It:
seems difficult for a woman to wax
poetic about the sunset, for instance,
before the man who watches her washdishes !” \
“No, it can’t be done,” assented Ran
dolph, “so let’s just be friends, Jerry,
arid contract never to fall in love with
each other.”
“Or anyone else,” Geraldine madereservation. .
And on- this basis they continued
their association. It was well along,
in the sixth year of their acquaint
anceship that fate took a hand in af
fairs to disprove any rule mortals mayl
have dared to set for such an incon
sistent creature.
Ferry & Co., Inc.; obliged by the
paucity of government ordei* IWjOWing the close of the war to locreaM
the volume of business that would be:
necessary to keep Its enlarge (fiant
in operation, had acquired an' adver
tising manager; the man was fairly:
well along in years, but having pos
sessed himself of a good position at a
good salary, was not averse to shar
ing his good fortune with a good wife.
Thrown into daily contact with Ger
aldine, upon whose judgment respect
ing bis work he had come to »depend1
more each day, it seemed a, natural de
velopment that he should seek to ex
tend his opportunities to promote his
suit with her.
But for this poaching on his pre
serves Randolph White had not quite
prepared any line of defense, and it
was a very surprised young man who
heard his invitation to the theater that
evening refused.
“But, Jerry,” he remonstrated,
somewhat puzzled at this unusual hap
pening, “I already have the tickets."
"Sorry, Ran,” came the answer,
with a alight ripple in her voice, "but

i promised to go with "Mr. Burton.How Randolph subsequently ex
pressed his feelings wriuld have .done
justice to a trooper, and while Under
ordinary’ conditions the occurrence
would have been a portent of a sev
ered friendship, Geraldine, perhaps
in feminine wisdom, smiled to herself
contentedly.
At the other end of the wire Ran
dolph turned in irate haste to th e, in
nocent stenographer seated before her
typewriter. “Do you' want to go to
the show with me tonight?” - It was
the same tone of voice he employed
when he sold a letter sealer. The cus
tomer couldn’t say “no.”
Arriving a few moments after the
performance had begun, two couples
walked down opposite aisles, directed
to four vacant seats in the center of
the row.
' On adjusting themselves Geraldine,
amazed, saw Randolph with “his
stenographer,” and the look that en
tered that young man’s eyes brought
Mr. Burton to the edge of his chair.
It was the snappiest show in town, but
for some inexplicable reason none of
the four enjoyed It.
As if nothing out of the ordinary
had occurred which was the occasion
for a sleepless‘night for both, Ran
dolph accompanied Geraldine to their
usual haunt for luncheon the next day.
They ordered. Neither ate.
“It’s no use, Jerry," he abruptly be
gan, “it can’t be done.”
Geraldine pretended not to under
stand. “What can’t be done, Ran?”
“Oh, this ‘just friends’ business.”
He leaned across the table and took
possession of her hand. “Will you let
me be something more? Say Jerry,
will you marry me?”
And, evidently they came to some
understanding about being "just
friends” because Ferry & Co. have
had to find a new purchasing agent.

ODOR TRAVELS IN CURRENTS
Experiments Seem to Have Demon
strated Fact Beyond All Possibility
of Dispute.

The rapid propagation of smells no
ticed in the open air appears due en
tirely to currents; since in small tubes,
where currents do not exist, the rate
is found to be very small. Experi
ments along this line were first under
taken in England by Professor Ayr
ton, and additional data have been
reported in this country.
With ammonia diffusing through a
tube a meter and a half long, over two
hours elapsed before the smell could
be detected at the other end of the
tube. Using different lengths of tubing,
it was found that the time required
for the diffusion of the smell was
roughly proportioned to the square
of the- length. Ammonia and hydro
gen sulphide were used for these ex
periments. The presence of ammonia
could, be detected chemically at a
point in a tube after about the same
time as when the sense of smell was
used for a detector. The rate of prop
agation of the smell of ammonia was
not markedly different when this had
to pass along the same tube either
horizontally or vertically upward or
vertically downward. With camphor,
however, while the rates horizontally
and downward were about the same,
the speed upward was about twice as
great. The smell, given to iron and
brass by rubbing these with the fin
gers was also tried, but gave no def
inite results.
Efficient American Farmers.

The average American farmer pro
duces nearly three times as much food
as any other farmer in the world.
Most people will be surprised to hear
this, especially in Europe. We often
read that farm land abroad produces
three or four times as much per acre
as in the United States, and the Amer
ican farmer is often criticized for this
state of affairs. It is true that an acre
produces much more abroad, but that
is because there are so many more
men to work on itt Some 35 per cent
of the population of the United States
work on farms, and they not only feed
themselves and the 65 per cent Who
live In cities, but most of the world be
sides.—Boys’ Life.

DIFFUSING

LIGHT -IN

ASIA

Christian Missionaries Firmly Behind
Independence Move, Though Not
Directly Responsible for It

y

No picture of the independence move
ment or of Korean life in any aspect
Is adequate that does not include the
church as one of its high lights, ob
serves Nathaniel Peffer in Scribner’s,
Now, even the Japanese have with
drawn the charge that the movement
is exclusively Christian and that it was
instigated by American missionaries
for American political purposes. But
It Is true that the Korean Christians
are a unit In Its support, that the ma
jority of Its leaders are Christian, and
that the originating Impulse Is largely
Christian.
And that Is only natural: First, be
cause the Christians are the most influ
ential class In Korea, and, second, be
cause conversion to the , church neces
sarily means contact with Western
ideas and Western thought. And, those
necessarily means the development of
a spirit that cannot and Will not en
dure subjection to the iron military
rule of an alien conqueror.
In that sense Christianity Is responsi
ble for the unrest In Korea and in that
sense the Christian church is the
,©netny the Japanese have to fight. And
that will be increasingly true as time
goes, on, for Christianity Is making
rapid strides In Korea, the more rap’d
for the part the Christians have played
In the rebellion.

March 3 , 1920 , the Ford Motor Co. advanced the prices of Ford cars because of
the increased cost of production. No specific announcement was deemed necessary
at the time, but it has developed that misrepresentations and misquotations of these
advanced prices have been and are being given out. So to safeguard the public
against the evils of misrepresentation, we herewith give the present prices :

f ALL IN EUROPE’S POPULATI )N

Runabout

-

$550

Estimated Loss Through Years of War
Will Reach Total of Thirty-Five
Million People.

Touring Car

-

$575

Coupe

-

$750

Sedan

-

$875

According to a report made by the
Society for the Study of the Social
Corisequences of the War, which has
Its headquarters at Copenhagen, be
tween the outbreak of that oonliict and
the middle of 1919 Europe lost about
35,000,000 people. Of this deficit In
what would have been the normal pop
ulation of the continent at the latter
date 20,000,000 are accounted for by
the decline in the birth rate arid 15,000,000 by Increased mortality ln9luding nearly 10,000,000 killed in battle.
The surplus of the female sex in
Europe has nearly tripled, rising from
slightly more than 5,000,000 to 15,000,000. Russia and Poland suffered total
losses of 13,000,000; Germany and Aus
tria together slightly less than that
number; France comes next with an
estimated loss of 3,340,000; Italy fol
lows with' 2,280,000; Great Britain and
Ireland lost about 1,185,000, and little
Serbia, Including war casualties, ap
proaching those of the United King
dom, lost 1,650,000.—Living Age.

------------------ -------------

THE U N JV E R S A L CAR

with solid tires and clincher rims
$600
(With pneumatic tires and demountable rims ’$640)
These prices are all f. o. b. Detroit.
FORDSON TRACTOR $850.00 f. o. b. DEARBORN, MICH.
Any of the Dealers whose names are listed below will be pleased -to receive your order,
pledging the assurance of the best possible promptness in delivery.

I. C . & M. C . Landes, Yerkes, Pa.

Her Collection of Bargains.

There had been a war wedding and
now Mr. Juggins was busy earning
something to foot the bills with. So
he handed all his savings over to his
wife with the remark:
“Look here, Hilda, my dear, you go
shopping and get a home together.
New stuff is very dear, but you’ll man
age all right If you go to sales and
things.' You’re a good bargain hunt
er.”
She was. But he had forgotten that
to the real huntress of bargains low
ness of price appeals rather than util
ity. Otherwise he wouldn’t have been
so surprised /at the results.
In the kitchen they have a filing
cabinet, three chairs, more or less
whole, and an old desk. The dining
room isn’t bad, only the chairs don’t'
match, and the dining table Is one
leg short. In the bedtoom there are
beds, of course, and in addition a col
lapsible boat, a patent plow, several
assorted German helmets and other
souvenirs, two stepladders, a zinc bath
and only one hole in it, and a folding
settee which won’t unfold.
Chinese Silk in America.

Sturges’ Store

Ancient Musical Instrument.

•The Three Kings of Cologne." >

This refers to the three wise men
of the East who followed the star to
the birthplace of Jesus Christ. Their,
names are usually given as Malthazar.
Gaspar and Melchior. Their bones
are supposed to be preserved In the
cathedral of Colgate.

The odors of plants reside in differ
ent parts of them—sometimes in the
roots, as In the Iris and vitivert; the
leaves in mint and thyme, the stem or
wood In cedar and sandal, the flower
In the roses and violets, the seeds in
the tonquln bean and caraway, the
bark in cinnamon, etc.—Brooklyn
Eagle.
Difficult Course.

There are golfers so engrossed in
the game that they can think and talk
of nothing else. Such a one was taken
by an astronomer to look at the moon
through a telescope. Asked what he
thought of that satellite, the golfer re
plied: “It’s a’ richt, but it’s aufu’ fu’
o’ bunkers.”—Boston Transcript.
Don’t Be Too Curious.

A person who is too nice an observer
of the business of the crowd, like one
who is too curious In observing the
labor of the bees, will often be stung
for his curiosity.—Pope,

n ij-v *

WITH WELL ASSORTED
STOCK IN EVERY DE
PARTMENT.

a - r

i g

e s t e r s

A t all d ru g stores in
the h a n d y vest-pocket
bottle.

TH E DILL COM PANY, N o rristo w n . P*U M ahers o f D ill’s B alm o f L ife

EVERYTHING KEPT IN

— AND —

Odors of Plants.

w ill quickly disappear if you sw allow a few D ill's
D igesters. D ill's D igesters a ssist n a tu re in digesting
food. Y ou can ptfll u p y o u r chair a t m ealtim e ready
to eat anything w ith o u t a th o u g h t a b o u t indigestion,
h e artb u rn , biliousness»
if you w ill le t D ill's
D igesters take care of
y o u r stom ach.

IS ALWAYS FILLED

For Latest Designs

Precursor of the Piano.

T h a t B alloon y
Feeling' A fte r Meals

TRAPPE, PA.

IU C. Sturges

It seems not unlikely that the ear
liest form o? the harp was the instru
ment we call a lyre. The latter was
possibly the first of all stringed instru
ments. One finds It represented on
thé monuments of ancient Egypt and
though so long obsolete, it often ap
pears in modern architecture as a dec
oration.

with dual electric starting and lighting
system
$625
with dual electric starting and lighting
system
1 -\ S650
with dual electric starting and lighting system
and demountable rims
- $850
with dual electric starting and lighting system
and demountable rims
- $975

Truck Chassis

The American demand for silk In
A GENERAL STORE AL
China has greatly increased In the
last few years until at the present
WAYS ON HAND.
time about 25 per cent of the Chinese
silk Is sent to the United States. This
OUR AIM IS TO MEET
Is the result of American enterprise
more than that of the Chinese. The
THE W A N T S OF PAJapanese silks had been in favor for
What’s the Use?
a long time with the manufacturers
■TRONS BOTH IN ASSORT
Mother—If you wait to ask father of this country but It was well un
MENT AND QUALITY.
for money to buy a hat I advise you to derstood that the quality of the Chi
wait till he’s in good humor.
nese was superior, but It was not.
Daughter—But, mother, by that time adapted for use In this country be
it will probably be out of style.—Har cause of the manner In which It was REASONABLE PRICES
per’s.
woven. An American manufacturer
secured a moving picture reel show
YOURS TO SERVE
The Result.
ing the Japanese methods of manu
“I like a man with plenty of touch facture, and as a result the China
and go about him.”
men were Induced to change theirs to
“The last one of that kind I met Was a system to conform with the demands
in jail for picking pockets."
of the occidental customers, and the
•
^ ---- - “’fl ‘< industry has accordingly taken a great
jump.
Auto Delivery
Both ’Phones
The Continents.
Modern usage recognizes four conti
Built to Withstand Ai*ctic Rigor.
nents—Eurasia, Africa, North Amer
In a New England shipyard work J O H N L. B E C H T E L
ica and South America—and is divid
ed as regards Australia, which is vari has been begun on the Bowdoin, an
COLLEGEV ILLE, PA.
ously styled a continent and a conti auxiliary schooner which in 1921 Is to
nental - island. The title, Antarctic carry a small expedition to the frozen
continent, is sometimes given to a North, says Popular Mechanics Maga
great body of land supposed to oc zine. The party, numbering only six,
cupy the south polar region.' Former will be led by Donald B. McMillan, re
ly Europe and Asia were accounted as membered as Peary’s lieutenant on
the expedition that reached thé North
two continents. , i
pole, and will have as its object the
--------------------- m
charting of the 1,000 miles of unex
Something Like Cold I
plored coast line along the western
A commercial traveler gives a ter shore of Baffin land.
The littlq
rible account of the intense cold in Bowdoin is to be a modification of the Furnishing Undertaker and
Sweden: “In Haparanda, the day be Gloucester fishing type, and will be
fore I left, I attended a performance only 87 feet long. Obviously It will
Embalmer.
at the theater. It was a tragedy. be small for such perilous work. It Is
Funerals entrusted to my charge will
Everybody wept; but It was so cold being1 built and equipped, however,
that the tears of the spectators- in with unusual care. The oak planking receive my careful and painstaking at
’Phone No. 18.
the gallery fell like hailstone among will be sheathed with Ironwood to re tention.
the occupants of the stalls.”
sist the abrasion of the Ice, and will
be lined with thick Insulating materi
al.
The harpsichord, comparatively mod
ern, represented an attempt to con
struct a horizontal harp that was
played upon by means of oblong wood
en keys called “jacks.!’ Our piano Is
a modified and Improved harpsicord.
invented In 1711 by Bartolomeo Crlstofalo of Padua.

^

Lowest Prices
— IN —

Cemetery Work

When Sleep Will Not Come.

Don’t bate the world arid kick all
night just because you don’t happen
to go to sleep. It damages your own
nervous system, and any tender re
gard in which your roommate may
have held you. Anger eats up energy
and is responsible for next morning’s
very unpleasant day-after feeling. The
lack of sleep rhattered not at all. If
Instead of thrashing about viciously
you had curled up cozily and day
dreamed, your night might have been
salvaged, all might have been well.—
Exchange.
—
The Earth’s Crust.

Interesting facts concerning the
earth’s crust were disclosed by ' Col.
Sir Sidney Burrard recently. “Isostasy” is the particular science which
deals with the structure of the earth,
and Sir Sidney told how all moun
tains and heights standing above the
sea level are compensated by deficien
cies of matter underlying them below
sea level, and that all oceans and sur
face hollows dipping below sea level
are compensated by excesses of mat
ter underlying them In the crust.

TO MAKE YOUR BOOK MORE
ENJOYABLE
You should be able to see the
type easily and without strain,
and follow through page after«
page without effort.
A slight change in your glasses
may make a remarkable differ- 5<
ence in your reading.
?
It will cost you nothing to find s
out. We will gladly make the (j
necessary examination and guar- %
antee you satisfaction.
k
No drops used.
2
K. R. STONE, Optometrist,
a
With W. L. Stone,
5
210 High Street, Pottstown, Pa. a
Bell ’Phone 321-w
s

CENTRAL GARAGE
— AT —

B e n n u n g ’s Collegeville
H otel

AUTOMOBILES REPAIRED
AND PARTS FURNISHED
Naturalists employ an ingenious
Preserving Spider Webs.

f

method In order to preserve the web
PRICES REASONABLE
of: the spider. The webs are- first
sprayed with a thin solution of artists’
shellac and then, If of thé ordinary D a w so n & S m ile y , P r o p r ie to r s
geometric form, th,ey are pressed care
fully against a glass plate, the sup:
Frank W . Shalkop
porting threads of the web being sev
ered, After the shellac solution has
dried the plates carrying the webs are
stored in a cabinet for later use in
TRAPPE, PA.
scientific work.

UNDERTAKER & EMBALMER

Leading Question.

“My wife Is practicing with dumb
bells,” proudly exclaimed a would-be
athlete. “Do you find them any softer
than the flatirons?" queried a wag who
overheard the remark.

No effort spared to meet the fullest
expectations of those who engage my
In Italy women teachers, school in services.
spectors and employees in the admin
— C A L L ON —
Trains met at all stations. Prompt at
istration of antiquities and fine arts
H . E . B R A N D T receive the same pay as their male tention to calls by telephone or telegraph.
colleagues.
ROYERSFORD
“Is he a tight-wad?” “Is he? Say
listen: When he came to propose to
W alnut Street and Seventh Ave.
"Safety First” Better Known.
me he thought he’d have to get down
Today “safety first” Is one of the on his knees and, would you believe it,
“Say, that lot you sold me is three most common expressions in the Eng he tame in the oldest pair of trousers
feet under the water.” “Is it? ” “Yes, lish language. Every one knows what he had!”—Yonkers Statesman.
it is, and you know it is.” “Well, it’s it means and the principles it stands
This /wonder we may find in hope,
a good thing you told me, I can let you for.
that she is both a flatterer and a true
have a bargain in a canoe.”—Kansas
friend.—Feltham.
City Journal.
Dally Thought.
“I am going to get a divorce. My
■ “Then the wedding was not alto
As “unkindness has no remedy at wife hasn’t spoken to me for six
gether a success?” “No; the groom's
mother cried louder than the bride’s law,” let its avoidance be with you months.” “Better be careful. You’ll
never get another wife like that.”—
mother. It was considered bad form.” a point of honor.—Hosea Balfour.
Boston Transcript.
-—Boston Transcript.
Where Women Equal Men.

IRONBRIDGE.

BLACK ROCK AND VICINITY.

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Tyson and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carroll and
daughters, of Philadelphia are spend family, of Royersford, spent a few
days'with Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Tyson.
ing some time at Walnut Farm.
Mr. Harry Gehman and Miss Cath
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Miller and
family, of Oaks, spent Sunday with erine Myers, of Noristown, spent a
few days with Mr. and Mrs. David
the family of Oliver Dunlap.
Gehman.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Texter of
Mr. M. K. Hunsicker is on the sick
River Crest, spent' Fourth-of-July
list.
holidays in Bucks County.
Messrs. Nelson Gehman, Ralph and
Miss J. Thompson, of Philadelphia,
spent the Fourth with the family of Alfred Wanamaker and Jacob Buckwaiter, of this place, and Harry Geh
J. M. Hunsberger.
man, of Noristown, and Misses Emma
Mrs. M. Freeman and daughter Shaffer of Oaks, Mae Funk, Frances
Mae, Mrs. E. A. Jackson and daughter Harley and Stella Eagle, of Upper
Lillian, of Philadelphia, spent Fourth- Providence, and Catherine Myers, of
of-July holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Norristown, spent Monday at Crystal
Cave.
John Longacre.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Yocum, of
Oaks spent Sunday with the family, of
John Wenger,

PORT PROVIDENCE.

Isaac Thirtyacre spent Saturday
Mr. and Mrs Earl Ettmgei and and Sunday with friends in Philadel
■ son, of Norristown, spent Mofiday phia.
with the family of Milton Ettinger.
Miss Ruth Channell, of Philadel
1.1 1
—
phia, is spending some time with Mr.
and Mrs. John Keplinger.
HEALTH SCHOOL—PENNA;
Miss Ruth Carmack left (Sunday for
STATE HEALTH DE
Cornell University.
PARTMENT.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Poley enter
tained
relatives from Norristown and
QUESTIONS.
Philadelphia over the week enji.
1. Name three milk products.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Epright are en
2. What is Pasteurization?,
3. Name two diseases which may be tertaining friends from Philadelphia
for several days.
carried by milk.
Mr. and Mrs. John James, of Phila
MILK.
Old Eph Brown, long haired, lean delphia, are spending some time with
and given to argument was holding relatives here.
forth to an open-mouthed group of
Miss Ella Shee'der spent Saturday
loungers'. " “Ye may talk as ye please and Sunday in Philadelphia.
about pasteurized milk, ye can’t have
Mr. and Mrs. John Sutton and chil
it in winter time fur there’s no paster
fer the cows to eat. An’ I leave it to dren, of Tioga, are visiting the John
Doc. George over there if it ain’t so.” Bare family.
“I am afraid Mr. Brown has misun
derstood,” smiled the Doctor. The
A HUMMING BIRD WARRIOR.
word ‘Pasteurize’ has no relation to
“One morning sudden outcries from
grass or meadows, but has reference
to a certain treatment of milk that the chickens brought me to the win
was advised by a celebrated scientist dow, rifle in hand, fo r.such a racket
named Pasteur, who discovered that had only one meaning,” writes R. I.
if milk were heated to 145 degrees Brasher in his story of a humming
and kept at that temperature for a bird family, “A gallant in Ruby and
half hour, disease germs-it might con Gold,” which appears in the July num
tain would be rendered harmless, ber of Boys’ Life. “A Cooper Hawk
while the food value of the milk would had made a dive, but the wires sur
rounding the yard spoiled the swoop
not be lessened.”
and he lit on one of the fence posts
“Well I’ll swan,” said Eph.
The doctor added, “To be of value, to figure out a more effective plan of
pasteurization should be done soon attack. Straight and nearly as swift
after milking. Germs multiply rap as a bullet Sir Ruby shot at him. The
idly and throw off poisons called tox hawk drew back his head with ruffled
ins. Late pasteurization, while it de feathers and assumed a pose of
stroys the germs, does not destroy ‘frightfulness’ but it was no go—the
the toxins. Such milk is not good for attack became more vicious, more in
any person and is particularly unsafe sistent and to ‘save his face,’ also his
eyes, he dived for the woods, twist
for babies.” ".
Eph interrupted, “Say, Doc, I’ve ing and turning to escape the demon
raised children and grandchildren, and which followed with persistent jabs
none of ’em ever had pasteurized milk at the back of his head.
“We had been losing chicks from
as you call it.” “That shows what strong children Lady Janes’s in the -orchard for some
can stand, - but it is no argument days. I attributed this slaughter to
the gentleman just defeated. That
against making milk safe.
“Over in Blain township there was evening another chick was gone. Ala farmer who kept a few cows and tho a shy but persistent chicken thief,
peddled milk in Averageton, four it did not seem probable that after his
miles away. He didn’t groom his experiences of the afternoon the hawk
cows, he didn’t wipe their udders with would return the same day. I had
a damp cloth before milking, and he been out of doors most of the time,
did not pasteurize his milk. He re and heard no haWk tocsin sounded.
garded such practices as ‘new fangled At daylight next morning Sir Ruby
suddenly left his sleeping perch just
foolishness.’
“One hot summer day his grand over the nest and darted into a clump
child took suddenly sick. When the of blackcap bushes at the end of the
doctor came, he said, ‘bad milk.’ As grape arbor. A series of short rushes
he picked up a milk bottle and gave it and out sneaked a brindle cat. So that
a sudden twirl, numerous specks were was-the chicken thief! The .25 ended
his career. We lost no more chicks.
seen moving about the bottom.
“One morning as I watched the evo
“The grandfather was hard to con
vince, but when the laboratory re-, lutions of a male Marsh Hawk ( a
port showed an extraordinary high pair of which had bred every year in
number of germs present and when a our valley) his gyrations—a gigantic
dozen other babies along his route imitation of Sir .Ruby’s half-circle
sickened, he believed. He told me the amorous exhibitions—were suddenly
other day that it almost cost the life brought to a halt by the onslaught of
of his grandchild to convince him, but a Kingbird whose mate was at work
you should see his place now. Clean on a nest in a nearby valley, the concows, which have been tested for tu querer returning with elated twitter
berculosis; clean stable; clean hands ings of triumph to. his vantage post
for milkers; clean buckets and pans, near the nesting site. Alas, his vic
always cleansed in boiling water or tory was shortlived! for with an im
by steam; a small pasteurization petuosity which knows not discretion,
'plant; clean milk bottles and clean Sir Ruby shot at him, and flight—ig
caps. After the milk has been pas- nominious flight—was the only alter
,teurized it is kept at a low tempera native of the erstwhile hero.”
ture.”
□ rink Water When Tired.
Dr. George went on his way, but
Dr. Eliza B. Mosher of Brooklyn
he had sown seed in fertile ground.
Eph Brown started immediately on urged the members of th e, Women’s
a campaign of education—his methods Medical society of New York state to
were neither diplomatic nor elegant, drink a glass of water at 10 a. m. and
but he kept at it. It wasn’t long until others at 3, 4 and 5 p. m. This, she
the Whole community was talking told them, would dilute the products
milk. The Woman’s Club, composed of fatigue which were entering the
largely of young mothers, called a blood and causing that tired feeling.
meeting, apd invited an expert to
speak to them..
Music of the Shepherds.
He told them the food value of milk
In the, stillness of the night, what
was greater in proportion to its cost mpre
beautiful or soul-elevating than
than anything they could buy.' That the mournful music of a flute? It
housewives usually measure the food was this instrument which the shep
value by the depth of the cream line herds of Bethlehem were playing that
on the bottle. This, ne said, was un memorable night, when the angels in
reliable in milk that has been pasteu terrupted, to announce to them the
rized, but is of some value in raw or birth of the Savior.
untreated milk.
________________
si
State laws regulate' the amount of
cream or fat in milk and prohibit the
Powerful Home Influence.
use of adulterants.
The blessed influences that radiate
“Every town,” he said, “has the from a home well ordered and happy
power to pass ordinances requiring are countless and far-reaching; the un
milk men, not only to have a license selfish love there kindled and nour
to sell their product, but to conform ished shines forth as a beacon light
to the sanitary regulations concerning to encourage the world’s hbpes and
the handling of milk, which have been faith in humanity.—Madam Willard.
laid down by the State Department of
Healthi.
A Good Trencherman.
“Typhoid fever, diphtheria, scarlet
The phrase originated at the time
fever, and other diseases may be
transmitted thru milk, which has been when people ate their food off trench
infected either from the hands of the ers. These were usually clean white
milkers, from flies, from the water wood, probably maple, and were often
used in cleansing utensils and in num hollow on both sides, so that meat
erous other ways. The remedy is in could be served on one side and pud
telligent supervision, the enforcement ding on the other.
-------- --------of tbe milk ordinances, which includes
of course, pasteurization to destroy
About Ideal Small Boy.
the germs.”
There is something that always
He advised the appointment of a makes me feel good—that is a redlive committee to supervise the milk haired, freckle-faced little boy that can
situation of the community and to whip all in his gang and at the same
make sure of the enforcement of the time is not a bully.—Exchange.
laws which were made for the protec
tion of the people.
He spoke of the nutritional value o f. Grain Quickly Ripened In Norway.
milk products such as butter, cheese,
It Is a curious fact that grains ripen
and ice cream, and advised a pint, or earlier in Norway than in the south of
more, of clean, wholesome milk daily, Hhrope, an advantage due to the long
for each growing child.
days and short nights of the summer
Public interest did not cease with in the north.
the close of the meeting. The com
mittee appointed were active and on
Moon’s Time- for 8leep.
*
the job. The babies of Greensward
A little girl of three, seeing a cloud
are going to have a chance, and it
all came about because old Eph Brown of sjnoke enveloping the moon, said,
thought cows on pasture gave pasteu “Auntie, the moon is going to sleep
now; see ’em pulling the sheet up over
rized milk.
it?”

A mind that is charmed by false ap
pearances refuses better things.—
Cicero.
He who refuses what is just gives
up everything to him who is armed.—
Lucan.

To Enlighten the Passenger.
A coin in a slot machine has been
invented by an Englishman to enable
a passenger to learn at what speed he
Is traveling in a train.

USED BY ANCIENT PHYSICIAN

F R E S H CO W S!

Graeco-Roman Medical and Surgical
Instruments of Bronze Now In
Johns Hopkins University.
William H. Buckler, who served on
the staff of the American embassy in
London during the war, has presented
to the Archeologist museum of Johns
Hopkins university, of which he was a
former trustee, a set of ancient GraecoRoman medical and surgical instru
ments found two years ago near Kolophon, in Asia Minor.
The collection was on exhibition in
London and was formerly in the pos
session of the late Alfred O. Van Lennep, Dutch vice consul in Smyrna, who
owned a large estate near Kolopbon
and was well acquainted with the ex
cavations and discoveries in that vi
cinity.
The instruments, 36 in number, are
all of bronze, with but one exception.
They were probably the property of
some Roman physician living in Asia
Minor in the first or second century A.
D., and the fact that they were all
found in one place is doubtless ex
plained, in the opinion of experts, by
the ancient custom of burying a per
so n 's worldly possessions with him.
The set includes surgical knives and
elevators, forceps, teoacula (sharp
hooks), a unique drill bow, for use in
injuries and diseases of the skull,
sc^pps, probes and a cautery.
The drill bow is, from tbe point of
view of the archeologist, perhaps the
most interesting object. It is like a
tool used by carpenters.

Will be sold at public sale on WED
NESDAY, JU L Y 14, 1920, at Otterstetter’s hotel, Limerick Square, 30 head of
fine fresh and springer cows. These
cows were selected right off the farms of
the Cumberland valley and are a lot of
the very best dairy cows I have shipped
this year. Sale at 1.30 o’clock. Condi
tions by
F. H. PETERMAN.
M. B.-Linderman, Clerk.
T J U B L I C S A L E O F L E B A N O N CO.

F R E S H COWS I
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
DAY, JU L Y 15, at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel, one carload of Lebanon county
cows bought by Fred. Fisher, who se
lected the best he could find. They are
choice ones; one-half of the lot are
Holsteins. Also one extra good Guern
sey cow. Don't miss this opportunity,
farmers and dairymen. Sale at 2 o’clock.
Conditions by
JONAS P. FISH ER .
F. H. Peterman, Auctioneer.
M. B. Linderman, Clerk.
S J P E C IA L N O T IC E T O H O R S E
O B R E E D E R S . — Pedigreed P ercheron
S tallion, M ED IU M . R eg istry No. 65368,
P ercheron Society of A m erica.
L icense No. 160. O ray. 17'hands;
U ^ ^ V i t o n w eight. Term s, |6 00a t service,
g 0 ^ 1 1 0 .0 0 a t b irth .
B reeders should use th e best sire avail
able. Look a t th is one. H e is a g reat
horse.
WM. KOLB, JR .,
8-34
P o rt P rovidence, Pa.

WANTED. — Old furniture, carpets,

SHEPHERD BECAME A PRINCE and stoves. Highest prices paid.
Emir Felsal of Arabia Seemed an Al
together Negligible Object in Hie
Early Life.
Emir Felsal of Arabia began llfd as
a dirty little shepherd boy. His moth
er was an Arabian girl of Mècca and
a cousin of his father. When Felsal
was still a baby Shereef Hussein sent
him into the desert to live with a
Bedouin tribe, because it is considered
more wholesome for a boy to grow
up in the open desert country than in
a city or village. In Constantinople
Feisal contracted consumption, writes
Lowell Thomas in Asia, but since then
the desert has taken it out of him, al
though he is still very thin and has a
waist only 2 1 inches in circumference.
He smokes cigarettes day and night
and pats sparingly. Among the tribes
he is celebrated as an unusually fine
shot and a good horseman and camel
rider. Felsal is enlightened and thor
oughly modem in his views. His peo
ple follow him, not through fear, but
because they love him. He is much
too kind and liberal-minded to rale
as an oriental despot of the old school
and he may be depended upon to usher
in an entirely, new order of things for
his people.
Wouldn’t Wash.
Chatting with Sir Ernest Shackleton, the famous antarctic explorer, he
told me that one of the best stories
he has heard concerns a famous ar
tist.
He was showing a lady visitor over
his studio one day and produced a
charming little landscape, indicating
that there was a story behind It. “ I
was out in the forest,” he explained.
“I had all my materials with me ex
cept an empty canvas. I came upon a
subject that enchanted me; and felt
I must record it. I was determined
not to be baffled, so I took out my
handkerchief, stretched it across my
case, and painted on that.”
,The lady looked at thejiandkerchief
and then turned a shocked face to the
artist. “You’ll never be able to wash
that paint out,” she said.—London
Tit-Bits.

Encourage\the 8wallow.
If you Want to free, the neighbor
hood of mosquitoes encourage swallows
to make themselves at home, says the
American Forestry association of
Washington. These birds feed almost
entirely upon obnoxious Insects and
they will do much toward protecting
orchards and other trees from Insect
pests. No better Investment can be
made, therefore, than some houses set
out for martins and other swallows. Of
the blue swallows the purple martin is
the largest, the male being entirely
blue above and below, while the female
is blue above with a gray breast. Swal
lows are highly migratory, most of
them spending the winter in South
America.

Scientific Triumph.
Students of the Carnegie Institute
of Technology in Pittsburgh placed a
radio transmitter in Central hall to
send out the music of an orchestra
playing in the hall to scores of radio
students in the district listening in.
Professor Rath, hearing the music in
the experiment station of the univer
sity, half a mile away, succeeded by
the use of a magnavox—an instrument
to Increase the sound from a radio
receiver—and two strings of electric
wires, in passing it on a half-mile to
the Heinz house, where students
danced to i t

The Press Agent’s Work.
The old-time, press agent is now
known as a “ publicity expert” and his
business has greatly developed in re
cent years. Outside of the regular
theatrical press agents, every Ameri
can city has a small army of mep who
find lucrative employment in giving
publicity to financial and industrial
enterprises, philanthropic and educa
tional institutions, hotels and restau
rants, and a wide variety of other
things that depend for their success
upon the patronage of the public.

' J. S IE G E L & SONS,
126-28 fridge St., Phcenixville, Pa.
6-24-201
Bell ’phone 613-w
WANTED. — A young woman to do
general housework. Apply to
MRS. E. HAAS,
East Fifth Avenue,
7-8-2t
Collegeville, Pa.

WANTED.—Man or large boy wanted
to work in blanket cleaning works dur
ing vacation or longer. Light, clean,
inside work. Can earn good wages piece
work. Apply to
GEO. W OELFEL,
7-8-3t
Yerkes, Pa.
WANTED—Railroad brakemen, steady
positions. Apply to R. Balmer, Train
Master, Oley street, Reading, P a .,o r J.
H. Gehret, Train Master, Bridgeport;
Pa.
7-8-2t

FOR SALE.-*-A Ford Sedan in fine
condition and practically as good as new.
Apply to
MRS. W. P. FENTON,
7-8-3t
Collegeville, Pa.!
FOR S A L E . — Canopy cook stove in
good order, excellent parlor heater, and
Quick Meal coal oil stove in first-class
condition. Apply to
CLAYTON M ILL ER ;
7-8-3t
.
Trappe, Pa.
FOR S A L E .—Lot of hay and straw
and a bay mare 5 years old. Apply at
TH E HADE FARM ,
6-24-31
Trappe, Pa.
FOR S A L E . — Powdered buttermilk
fed to pigs and chickens will produce
more profit. It will not spoil. For sale
by
LANDES BROS.,
6-24-tf
Yerkes, Pa.

Atmosphere Above Earth’s Surface.
The atmosphere is believed to ex
tend much more than 100 miles above
the earth’s surface. Its density de
creases rapidly for the 1 first few
miles of ascent, then much more grad
ually. From the phenomena of twi
light, due to refraction of light, it may
be demonstrated that the air extends
up to a height of 45 miles; but other
phenomena, such as the behavior of
meteors and the aurora, show that
rare air exists at a much greater
height.

About forty acres of
PLUSH BROS.,
Areola, Pa.

FOR S A L E .—Ford touring car, Ford
roadster, Ford (loupe, and a Ford chassis.
Also lot of other good cars. Apply to
D. B. YOST,
6-17-3!
Collegeville Garage.
FOR S A L E .—A 4 h. p. gasolene en
gine in excellent condition. Can be seen
in operation every Wednesday between
id and 11.30 a. m. This is a high-grade
engine and it will be sold at a bargain.
INDEPENDENT OFFICE,
Collegeville, Pa.'
FOR S A L E . — SEMI-SOLID BUT
T ER M ILK . - Selling for cash at 5 cents
per lb. barrel lots; 6 cents per lb. small
lots, buyer furnishing receptacle. Great
for chicks. BABY CHICKS—To insure
safe start buy Pratt’s Baby Chick starter
or -Blatchford’s Milk Mash. Then follow
with Schumacher or Ful-O-Pep Chick
Feed.
CO LLEGEVILLE M ILL S.
Bell, 87. Keystone, 43.
3-25
LOST. — Between Collegeville and
Schwenksville a black traveling bag on
Monday from an automobile. Reward if
brought to
7-8
TH IS OFFICE.
ESTATE NOTICE.—Estate of Cath
arine H. Detwiler, late of Perkiomen
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
Letters testamentary on the above estate
having been granted the undersigned, all
persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment,
and those having legal claims to present
the same without delay to
M ARY E L L E N D ETW ILER,
Ironbridge, Pa.
Or her attorneys, Evans, High, Dettra
and Swartz, Norristown, Pa.
7-8

Hanged for Not Drinking.
An old English story tells of “ the
saddler of Bawtry who was hanged
for leaving his ale.” It arises from
the story that on the way to the gib
bet where baw try malefactors expi
ated their crimes it was the custom to
halt the procession at one spot, and
give the criminal a farewell drink of
beer. A saddler, marked for death,
contemptuously refused the proffered
draught and was promptly hanged.
By just as many minutes later as he
had declined to dally a breathless
horseman arrived with a reprieve 1

8pencer Popular In America.
Herbert Spencer, the great philo»
opher, was more popular in America
during his life than in England. When
Spencer visited the United States, in
1882, his fame and Influence were so
securely established that one admirer
offered to pay all the expenses incur
red by ' the philosopher on, his trip,
and heads of railways offered him the
most luxurious traveling facilities,
while other friends vied with one an
other to make the tour comfortable,
Interesting and instructing.

FERTILE 47-ACRE FARM FOR
WILLIAM F. UNGER, SATUR
DAY, JULY 10, 1920.—CROPS
INCLUDED
LOCATION:—Within 1 mile of the
borough of Schwenksville, on the road
(stone) from Schwenksville to Lim
erick. Farm lays high, in a progress
ive farming community, with pleasant
surroundings and a commanding view
for several miles. Less than a mile
to depot, creamery, high school and
other local advantages for a farmer.
THE FARM:—47 acres fertile Lans
dale Manor soil. About 5 acres in
spring watered pasture, balance under
a high state of cultivation with n a t
ural drainage. The growing crops
will prove the fertility of the soil.
IMPROVEMENTS:—There is no
dwelling on this farm. (Burnt down)
Hence, with the desirable location of
this farm, it is an opportunity for one
to secure a producing farm and build
a home to suit his own ideas. It is
not only a good farm, but would ap
peal to a city man as a summer place.
A No. 1 bank bam 40x60. The usual
set of farm buildings including' pig
sty, com crib, wagon and carriage
house, poultry house, etc. 2 wells last
ing water at the buildings in addition
to a spring in the meadow. Bearing
fruits for home use. ’
GENERAL INFORMATION: —
Yearly taxes total about $30.00. Farm
is clear of incumbrance. Title guar
anteed. A first mortgage of $2000.00
can remain if desired. Immediate pos
session. \ The owner operates a cream
ery and is unable to give the farm
his undivided attention. This is your
opportunity to buy a well located and
productive farm at a price that will
enable you to build a comfortable
home. Farm can be seen any day prior
to day of sale. Detailed circular with
photos mailed on request. Further
information and traveling directions
given on request. Sale to start
promptly at 2.30 when conditions will
be made known by
REESE & LINDERMAN, Agents
6% East Airy Street,
Norristown, Penna.
F. H. Peterman Auct.
CROPS INCLUDED:—11 acres
com, 8 acres rye, 10 acres clover and
timothy grass, 8 acres straight tim
othy grass, 2 acres sugar com, onehalf acre potatoes included. These
crops will show for|themselves.

1920
N O TIC E TO TA X PA Y ERS
County Taxes

\FOR S A L E .—Large kitchen range in
In pursuance to an act of Assembly
first-class condition. Apply at
approved March 17, 1868, .and supple
A. K . H U NSICKER'S,
7-8
\
Near Perkiomen Bridge. mentary acts thereto, the Treasurer

FOR SA L E,
timothy grass.
6-l7-2t

Taking Chinese Census.
The inhabitants of China are count
ed every year in a curious manner.
The eldest master of every te$ houses
1ms to count the families and make a
list, which is sent to the imperial taxhouse. ,

Slight Mistake.
Absent minded professor (halfway
through the service)—I thought there
was something wrong. This is not
tile girl I want to marry.—From “K ar
ikaturen,” Christiania, Norway.

Muff and Mutt
Of course there are others, but on«1
kind of a simp is the girl who car
i-ies a muff in the summer and marrie'
a mutt in, the winter.—Dallas News.
I^

Harvesting by Machinery.
ti

The beginning of practical methods
the direction of harvesting by ma-

,liin.ry was not made until 1831,

COLLEGEVILLE

JJU B L IC SA LE O F

J3 U B L IC SA LE OF

of Montgomery County will meet the
taxpayers of said county at the follow
ing named places and time for the
purpose of receiving the county and
state taxes for the year 1920 assessed
in their respective districts, viz:
Red Hill Borough, at the public
house of Paul Albrecht, Thursday,
July 8th, from 9 a. m. to 12 m.
Green Lane Borough, polling place,
Thursday, July 8th, from 1.30 p. m.
to 2.30 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, West Ward,
polling place, Friday, July 9th, from
9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Second Ward,
at the polling place, Philadelphia Fire
Engine House, Monday, July 12th,
from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Third Ward, at
the public house of Harry N. Endy,
Tuesday, July 13th, from 9 a. m. to
2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Sev
enth Wards, polling place, Wednesday,
July 14th, from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth Ward, at
the public house of William H. Sny
der, York Street Hotel, Thursday, July
15th, from 9 a: m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth Ward,
at the polling place, Rose Cottage, Fri
day, July 16th, from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fifth Ward, at
the polling place, Monday, July 19th,
from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and
Tenth Wards, at the public house of
Ellwood Kulp, Jefferson House, Tues
day, July 20th, from 9 a. m. to 2 p.*m.,
and Wednesday July 21st, from 9 g.
m. to 2 p. m.
Taxes will be received at the County
Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, from
June 2nd to September 15th, from 9 a.
m. to 3 p. m.
County Rate, 2. mills.
State Rate, 4 mills.
County and State Taxes are assess
ed during the month of September,
and are payable at the County Treas
urer’s Office from June 1st to Sep
tember 15th inclusive.
Corespondence to receive attention
must be accompanied with postage
for reply. Location of each prop
erty and number of properties, with
name of Borough, and number of
Ward, must be DEFINITELY given.
No statements will be sent out af
ter September 10th.
There is no abatement from these
taxes. After September 15th, they are
placed in the hands of delinquent
collectors, when 5 per cent, will be
added.
All delinquent taxes must be paid
to the Collectors on, or before, De
cember 31st, 1920.
IRVIN H. BARDMAN,
County Treasurer.
Treasurer of Montgomery Co., Pa.,
Treasurer’s Office.
Norristown, Pa., May, 1920.
A YOUTHFUL SOLDIER.
One of the most interesting narra
tives of the Revolutionary War is
that of John Shreve who enlisted at
the age of thirteen and fought thru
six years of the war, except for a few
months’ leave to attend school, and a
very short absence from his regiment
when he was stricken with fever.
John was one of those lucky boys who
was always “there when it happened,”
no matter what was going on. He
was sent on many lonely expeditions
to watch for the' coming of British
troops. He was one of the guard de
tailed to accompany Andre, the young
British spy (whose graceful person
and marvelous. courage the young
guard admired extravagantly) to
execution.
John spent" the memorable winter
with Washington at Valley Forge,
where “the soldierly bearing, bravery,
and intelligence of this boy then only
fourteen years old,” to quote a histor
ian, “shown in the different scouting
expeditions sent out under his com
mand, so won the admiration of a
number of ladies then visiting the
army, that with the approbation of
General Washington, they presented
him with an exceedingly valuable
buckle set with precious stones for his
sword belt.”
Nor was John Shreve the very
youngest soldier, for. in describing the
attack on Quebec when he was still
but thirteen, he mentions a comrade
in arms, Samuel Shute, “A little
younger than I,” making Samuel a
very young soldier, indeed.—Boys’
Life for July.

NATIONAL BANE

Make Your

Some folks sleep on

Dollars

their money, others

D o D o u b le D u t y !

deposit it here and
take no chances.
COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
We pay 3 per cent, interest in our

T he purchasing power of your dollar assumes

Savings Department or Certificates of

new proportions here, its knocking our profits “Gal-;

Deposit. 3% per cent, if left one year.
’Phone 1136

ley W est” but its accomplishing our purpose of stock

Open Evenings

clearance.
All Makes — Bought'— Sold — Repaired.
Rebuilding Our Specialty.

T hat’s the big idea with us, th a t’s the

idea back of the greatest “66” sale of men’s and boys’
cldthes ever staged in this town.

What Dollars will Do Now
a

G ROU P NO. 1—$25 and $30 suits now $19.66.
The Norristown Typewriter Co.

G R O U P NO. 2—$35, $37.50 and $40 suits now

215 E ast Main S t., Norristown, Pa.

$29.66.

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE »AN CE COMPART

G ROU P NO. 3—$45 and $50 suits now $36.66.
G R O U P NO. 4—$55 and $60 suits now $44.66.

OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

INCORPORATED

MAY

Everything reduced, palm beach suits, mohair
suits, boys’ suits, hats and furnishings.

18, 1871

m ust go.

$16,000,000 INSURANCE
IN FORCE

W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S

Insures Against
Fire and Storm
O FFIC E

Everything

P o tts to w n , P a.

COMPANY:
CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTER O LF, Secretary.
B. W. DAMBLY, Pres., Skippack.
of

NO CAR F A R E PAID DURING “ 66” S A L E

F O R

GOOD ICE C R E A M

NICE’S SPRING SHOES !

AT 45 CENTS P E R QUART
GO TO

Come and take a look at Nyce’s Spring Foot W ear :

G o o r l a n d ’s
EVANSBURG, PA.

Ladies’ Tan Oxfords, medium heel and narrow toe. Ladies’ Dull
and Patent Pumps, high and low heel. Ladies’ Kid Oxfords,, for the
middle-aged person, with good heels and toes, and Nurse Oxfords.

20 and 10 c. cigarettes cut to 18 and 9c.
All 10 c. tobaccos cut to 9c.

Young men, I have for you Tan and Black English Shoes and Low
Shoes. Also the Broader Toe in Tan and Black Shoes and Low Shoes.

B U R D A N ’S

Rem em ber, Ladles and Gentlemen, m y prices are alw ays right.

IC E

CR EAM

H . L . N Y CE

FO R SA LE AT

12 E A ST MAIN STREET,

BECKM AN’S H O TE L
6-24-2tn

TRAPPE, PA.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

*

FARMS W AN TED!
/ I'M OUST AS YOUNG
( AS I USED TO BE
\ M A N Y M I L E S AGO.

When you hear of a property being
sold in your neighborhood, ask who
, sold it ? Then you are bound to hear
of us.
If you have a farm or suburban
property to sell, regardless of size,
location or price, write us to-day.

V Â >
m

6 1-2 E ast A iry St.

3-24-2t

a

i .

filli!

REESE & LINDERMAN
NORRISTOWN, PA.

¡¡¡¡I f i l i Bn lag*

EYE TALKS

.««V4-~rr¡jjjtì Wft’VsWtS

¡M i » I m Ä ä

S u n s h in e

(f' %

Fresh air a n d , many other good
. things of this world are free to all,
rich and poor alike, yet they are not
always enjoyed.

Defective Eyes
Rob many people of their pleasure—
more’s the pity—for a pair of right
glasses would make the whole world
seem bright and cheerful. Tell us
of your eye troubles and let us show
you what we can do to relieve them
at

haussmaNn & GO.
Optometrists and Optieians

7 2 5 C H E ST N U T ST R E E T

fU

PCR Y O U

O ¿-.D\ §O P ■**"

iO’R B •LQOKiftç»

F l N Er .

Collegeville Tire & Rubber Co.
M ain Street, Collegeville, Pa.
TROOPER GARAGE
YOST’S GARAGE
GUS NEIFFER
Trooper, Pa,
Collegeville, Pa.
Limerick, Pa.
WM. HARTENBAUER, Zieglersville, Pa

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
BOTH PH O N E S-

Philadelphia M arket Report.

Lad ies’ and M en’s

SILK HOSE-SPECIAL VALUES

W h e a t....................
$2.79 to $2.98
$1.87 to $1.92
C o m .........................
EX T RA F IN E QUALITY.
Oats .........................
$1.29 to $1.32
Bran, per t o n .......... $59.00 to $61.00
Full line of Ladies’ Children’s and
Baled hay ___; ___ $32.00 to $43.00
Steers ......................... $13.00 to $15.00 Men’s Furnishings and Shoes.
F at c o w s................. $10.00 to $11.00
Sheep and lamb . . . . $2.50 to $19.50
Hogs ...........
$14.50 to $18.00
Live p o u ltry ........... ..
24c. to 70c.
Dressed p o u ltry .......
27c. to 65c.
Our goods are guaranteed. Prices low.
Butter .....................
38c. to 69c.
Eggs .........................
30c. to 59c.
TONY De ANGELES

Control of iron and steel has not
altered or improved the man. Mech
anism increases convenience; in no de
gree does it confer physical or moral
perfection.—Richard Jefferies.
“I don’t know what we can make of
Ethel,” said the mother, “she sleeps
so much.” “I know, mamma,” said
Cultivation of the mind is an neces Tommie. “Make a chaperon of her.”
Yonkers Statesman.
sary as food to the body.—Cicero.

'I

Fresh Fruit Every Day !
Collegeville, Pa.
jg L IA S T . G R A T E R ,
W HOLESALE

Feed, Hay, Crushed Stone,
Brick, &c.
4-8-6m

GRATERFORD, PA,

j

1
More H eadaches
tita n w ith m edicine. T his Is a v e ry sim ple
rem edy b u t effective. Gome a n d see m e.

A. B. PARKER, Optometrist
a io DeKalb S t., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
J^SA A C P . R H O A D E S

REAL ESTATE AGENT
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

If you w a n t to sell y o u r p ro p e rty , have It
p ro m p tly listed. A ddress, care of Collegeville B ank.
8-26

LKHAINES
PIANO AND ORGAN TUNING
AND REPAIRING

1552 Powell St.

Norristown, Pa.

